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Abstract
Tä'amm∂rä Maryam is a corpus of narratives about the miracles performed by
Virgin Mary. Although it is popular among the laity of the Ethiopian Tewahido
Orthodox Church, after being introduced in the mid of the 15th century, it has not
been investigated from the point of view of modern Narrative Theory. Aimed at
analyzing the narrative time of the Tä'amm∂rä Maryam that contains the collection
of recent miracles, this study discusses some features of the text. Setting,
significance of miracles and the categories are among the features of the text
considered .
The analysis of narrative time: order, duration and frequency, is mainly
based on the relevant theory by Gerard Genette and Shlomith Rimmon-kenan.
The analysis of order showed that there a chorological presentation of events.
The examination of the duration of events in the narratives indicated that scenic
representation is in the form of prayer and prescriptive utterance. Acceleration is
found in the episodes that orients the story and in the group of miracles about the
prophecies of Virgin Mary. Pause in the story is prevalent only to exalt St. Mary
while ellipsis is not in the stories.
Singulative telling is common in the stories while repetitive narration is absent in a
story but there are nine events that are recurrent in the corpus of stories
Tä'amm∂rä Maryam.
As a whole the analysis of narrative time indicates that each miracle is
structured from a perspective to create a single effect on the mass that hears
/reads/ it. This effect is persuading to honor and believe in the intercessory role of
Virgin Mary-as owed by Her Son, Christ.

Introduction
Christianity was introduced to Ethiopia early in the first century and had become
official religion since the 4th century and until the 1974 revolution. As a result
translation of Biblical scriptures, exegesis, service books of the Coptic Church,
texts dealing with the lives of saints and fathers of the church flourished
(Getachew 1995:40). These texts are either translations or original compositions.
During the reign of Zär'a Ya'∂qob (1433-1467), situations conducive to further
translation and composition were created. Superstition was common in the society
and even in the royal family. In an effort to reverse the situations, the king
influenced church scholars to compose and translate texts dealing with lives of
saints. For instance, Maś∂häf∂ Misťir

(the book of light) and Maś∂häf∂ M∂'läd

(the book of nativity) were the famous works of the king himself. "Of the greatest
importance in G∂'∂z literature and Ethiopian culture of the 15th century is the book
of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam " (Ferenc, 1985:275 ). The Ethiopian version of the
Tä'ammir (from Arabic to G∂'∂z ) appeared in 1441 which was followed by the
rules for reading miracles and regulations for veneration of the Virgin Mary
(Ullendorff, 1945:56). The work is translated into G∂'∂z, and then into Amharic with
some additional miracles that were believed to have occurred in Ethiopia.
According to Getachew, these miracles were from most of the Christian
world, Spain, France, Palestine and most of all from Egypt (1995:50). The findings
of Ferenc indicated that there are 316 stories (1985). However, Getachew
(1995:50) mentioned that there are about 600 stories of miracles. The number of

miracles used for the ministry in the church is 316. However, there are versions of
publication containing 111, 66 and 63 miracles published in 1924, 1948 and 1961
E.C.∗ respectively. The text selected for the study is the one compiled and
published by Tesfa Gebre-silassie (in 1988 E.C.), which contains 402 Tä'ammirs
(miracles). The note given, by this publisher says that miracles of the 20th century
have been included in the text that made it the stated number. Hence, the study
takes this text which is comprehensive among the stories accessible in the country
for this study.
The miracles in G∂'∂z and Amharic appear on each page of the text side by
side. The analysis is based on the Amharic version of the miracles, as it is the
main medium by which it is communicated to the greater number of believers.
The study is divided into four parts. The first part provides the background
through which Tä'amm∂rä Maryam is the point of investigation. It also provides
reviews of prior studies related to the subject. The second part presents the
general features of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam which includes the grouping setting and
significance. The third part reviews the theoretical framework of narrative time into
which the text is seen. The analysis in the final part of this paper will be made on
representative samples selected from categories of miracles ascribed to St. Mary
before her birth, during her lifetime and after her ascension in line with narrative
time concepts of order, duration and frequency. Some concepts and terminology
would be used from the theoretical sources. Translations of the Amharic extracts
from the representative samples are also made into English.
∗

Ethiopian Calnder,

Background
1-1 Statement of the Problem
G∂'∂z literature is often classified in three major groupings. Translations,
adaptations and original writings constitute the three classifications. The first
grouping falls into manuscripts and documents, mostly ecclesiastical, from Greek,
Syriac, Arabic and other languages. The second classification includes writings,
which are adaptation from previous works in the aforementioned languages. The
third group comprises writings, which are original compositions. Amharic texts of
the Christian Literature began to appear in the 17th century with the translations of
Maz∂mura Däwit (the Psalter of David) and W∂dassie Maryam (the Praise of St.
Mary) (Ferenc: 1985). After Amharic has became official language of the country,
the texts in G∂'∂z appear simultaneously with Amharic in most of the ecclesiastical
writings today.
Hagiographies and Miracles performed by saints are some of the
ecclesiastical writings in narrative form. A narrative, whether oral or written, is one
way by which human wisdom and outlooks are reflected. In an essay about
narrative analysis, William Labov (1997) said, "The discussion of narrative and
other speech events at the discourse level…is tracing the transfer of information
and experience in a way that deepens our own understandings of what language
and social life are all about". Tä'amm∂rä Maryam, which is popular to date in the
Ethiopian Tewahido Orthodox Church (EOC), is among these narratives∗. One
miracle of St. Mary is read out to a congregation each Sunday during the liturgy.
∗

The stories of the miracles are sermons, however, in modern theoretical thinking they are narratives.
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Hearing the miracle is tantamount to taking Holy Communion. This is, in fact, if
one failed to take it for some compelling reasons. A miracle is also read daily as
part of the prayer during service and individually at home. Despite its popularity
among the considerable part of the Christians, detailed literary studies have not
been conducted on the narrative features of the text. This could be due to the
concentration of scholars on the 'what' rather than the 'how' of the text. Hence,
Tä'amm∂rä Maryam was not seen in the light of modern narrative theory which
may limit our scope to understand how it is structured.
Thus, Tä'amm∂rä Maryam will be analyzed from three perspectives of
narrative time: order, duration and frequency. Based on the analysis of the text,
attempts will be made to answer the following research questions:
(i) - what are the general features of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam?
(ii) -how are events and episodes arranged?
(iii) - how is story time and discourse time proportioned?
(iv) - how often does an event occur in a story?
(v) - is there a possible way of classifying the miracles?
(vi) - what effects does the arrangement, duration and frequency of events
have on the audience?

1-2 Review of the Literature
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Ethiopian and foreign scholars have carried out studies on works of Ethiopian
religious (Christian) Narratives. The scholars have studied G∂'∂z texts for their
significance as the treasure house of the nations administrative, social, economic
and, religious history. They t have contributed fairly in introducing the genres of
Ethiopian Christian literary tradition.
There are works written in European languages like Italian, German and
French. However, according to Fekade, (1997:164) these studies focus on issues
departing from literary values.
Scholars like Cerulli, Guidi, Conti-Rossini and others who wrote following
them seem to be mainly interested in the historical, religious and linguistic
significance of the works. Their interest in the manuscripts generally
focused on seeking evidences for historical and religious questions they
were examining. Ibid.

This implies that the narrative techniques of the text were not point of focus.
Works produced in English by both foreign and Ethiopian scholars have
touched upon the subjects of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam . Hyatt (1928) and Ferenc
(1985) gave an overview of the literature in classical G∂'∂z. Hyatt described briefly
the origins and the setting of the miracles. Ferenc on his part mentioned also the
origins and some features of the texts. Both scholars state that the texts are
concerned with moral teachings. Their consideration of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam do not
seem to be thorough and nothing is mentioned how the stories are presented.
Some scholars have translated miracles of the Virgin Mary and various
treaties related to the doctrine of the church from G∂'∂z. Budge rendered some
stories of the Virgin Mary into English in1933 under the title ''Legends of our Lady".
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The translation is from manuscripts of Ethiopian texts taken to Britain in 1868 by
the British expeditionary army and now in the British Museum. Fourteen items
(because all are not miracle stories) were translated in a collection under the
aforementioned title. The description of St. Mary's physique and character, as well
as the salutation to the members of her body (Malka'ä Maryam) and praise of Mary
(Wedässie Maryam) are among the parts of the text translated into English. They
are not included in the text this research is considering. The history of Hanna and
the specimen of Argänona Maryam (the harp of Mary∗), which are also in this
volume are not in Tä'amm∂rä Maryam.
Among the fourteen stories translated by Budge and available in the text
under consideration are the covenants of Jesus Christ made with His Mother as a
reward for 'the Five Sorrows', the history of the Virgin Mary as told to Theophilus
and Timothy, patriarchs of Alexandria. The account of annunciation, conception,
Her visions of paradise and hell as well as Her death are also available.
The other translation by Budge is ''One Hundred and Ten Miracles of Our
Lady Mary'' published in 1923 and available in the text. This translation contains
introduction to the miracles of the Virgin Mary. The content of the introduction that
states who should read the miracles to the congregation and the rituals to be
performed before reading. These include the prostration of a bishop or the priest
three times before the tabernacle and cense the altar and the portrait of the St.
Mary by blessing the Holy Trinity and the Virgin Mary. The introduction also
contains an instruction to the laity that those who are strong shall stand and those

∗

Budge's translation,
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who are not to sit down to hear a miracle. It also lists the 33 festival days of St.
Mary to be observed by the faithful. All the mentioned descriptions appear in the
text this research is dealing under Maq∂d∂m (Preface), which Budge refers it as
'Introduction'.
The miracles translated and contained in the volume are 110. Budge
argues that the miracles contained in the Ethiopic manuscript, which are 316, not
all are original. He said, "when duplicates, variant versions, trifling events and
other composition that ought not to have been incorporated in the manuscripts, the
number is reduced by two thirds" (Budge, 1923:XXX). His reasoning is
convincing, as there are duplicates and variant versions of the stories for one who
needs representative for research and study. The text under discussion contains a
good number of miracles that happened after his translation of the miracles he got
from the British Museum. This is because there are stories collected after 1868
(the year the manuscripts Budge has translated were taken to British Museum).
What makes the translation of these miracles different from the pervious volume is
that Budge here included extracts from some ancient European versions of the
stories in Latin to some of the stories.
Taye Asefa (1988), in a study entitled "Dreams in Ethiopian Literature''
examined the aspects of dream in realizing miracles in Tä'amm∂rä Maryam . He
emphasized that dream is one of the means by which miracles are unveiled. Taye
identified prophetic, prescriptive and illustrative types of dreams. Taye stressed
the complexity of prophetic dream, which is interpreted with multiple meanings and
involves symbolism. He described that this kind of dream apparently employs
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Biblical allusions (Taye, 1988:164). This is proper when compared with the walking
visions which takes literal meaning of a dream.
Dreams that render guidance to the personages to take caution or behave
righteously is prescriptive dream. ''The prescriptive dream in Tä'amm∂rä Maryam
could serve as a medium for conveying the action to be taken in walking life as
well as warning on the consequences of failing to take that action'' (Taye,
1988:162). Some prescriptive dreams have symbolism and not clearly evident,
mixing up the dream and the walking vision. Taye says this form of dream helps
for the development of the plot. On the other hand, the illustrative dream has little
symbolism, the object in the dream and its actual referent is the same. This type of
dream tends to assume thematic significance.
Getachew Haile also collected and translated texts belonging to St. Mary and
some treatise of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church related to the reign of Zär'a
Ya'∂qob with the title "Mariology of Zär'a Ya'∂qob " in 1992. The translation of the
items in this volume are about the sermon in honor of the Archangel Gabriel, the
revelation of the miracle of Mary according to John, Son of Thunder, and the nine
miracles of St. Mary. The sermon in honor of the Archangel Gabriel glorifies him,
as he was the carrier of the annunciation and concurrently gives an exalted place
to St. Mary.
The dual virginity of Mary, agreement of the eighty-one canonical scriptures,
almsgiving and Christian baptism are also tracts Budge has translated. Getachew
stated that the author of these four tracts is most probably Emperor Zar'ä Yä'∂qob
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or other scholars under his guidance. The other nine miracles, which are the main
parts of the volume, are believed to have taken place during the time of the king.
There are some other related works with subjects of the Miracles of the Virgin
Mary. Amsalu Aklilu (1976 E.C.), made a passing remark on the period Tä'amm∂rä
Maryam was translated into G∂'∂z and some of its features. Getachew Haile
(1995) also dealt briefly with the introduction of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam in the
Ethiopian Orthodox Church during the reign of king Zar'ä Yä'∂qob (1433-1467) and
its implications to the laity and the clergy in the article entitled "Highlighting
Ethiopian Traditional Literature". All the aforementioned scholars attempted to
provide an overview of the origin and some of its characteristics while examining
G∂'∂z and Ethiopian literature in general.
Anteneh Aweke's MA Thesis ( 1993 ) showed the role of narrators in G∂'∂z
and Amharic prose fiction in which he also included briefly narrators in Tä'amm∂rät
(miracles) . He examined the influence of G∂'∂z narratives on early didactic prose
fiction. An MA Thesis on a similar subject by Samuel Yalew (2000) has dealt in
detail with the narrative structure of Tä'amm∂rä Mäla’∂kt (Miracles of Angels). He
came up with thirty-five functions. The number of functions in the texts ranges from
four to twenty one. But all of them consist of four basic functions: departure
/prayer/, repentance, helper and fulfillment / resolution/. Even if the miracles may
have similar structural features, the motives of the miracles in Tä'amm∂rä Maryam
are different, playing the role of intercession between man and God. The subject
of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam is St. Mary while in Tä'amm∂rä Mäla’∂kt the subjects are
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Angels. Besides this, Samuel didn't consider the narrative time (Order, duration
and frequency) of Tä'amm∂rä Mäla’∂kt.
Another MA Thesis by Ephrem Eshete (1999) with the title "Narrative
Techniques of Three Selected Ethiopian Hagiographies'' raised narrative time as
one of the techniques used in the hagiographies. However, hagiographies are
works that celebrate the lives of saints, which are biographies. Tä'amm∂rä Maryam
is different in the sense that each miracle stands independently as a story. On
account of these facts, the domain in consideration is an unexplored area.
1-3 Objective of the Study
The study is aimed at presenting the narrative time of the miracles in
Tä'amm∂rä Maryam. As its main objective, the paper will attempt to describe the
order, duration and frequency of the miracles. It is specifically aimed at
(i) - identifying

the arrangement of events, actions or episodes in the

Tä'amm∂rä Maryam;
(ii) - seeing whether events , actions or episodes are given equal duration in
the text;
(iii) - identifying the events' frequency in the text; and
(iv) - indicating the common characteristics of the miracles in light of the
narrative time.
1-4 Methods of the Study
The study is a descriptive one whereby textual analysis plays the major role in
the explication of the theoretical framework of narrative time. It begins with the
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selection of texts and references essential to the subject under study. Critical
reading of texts is made throughout the course of the study. Then, the main
analysis of sample miracles from the text carried out in line with the theoretical
ground laid by Genette (1980) and Rimmon-kenan (1983), two narrative theory
proponents, about narrative time. Hence, the study is predominantly library search
work.
1-5 Application of Results
In a broader perspective the literary tradition of Ethiopia contains both original
works and translations from foreign sources, which are mainly Christian literature.
Getachew, who has conducted studies on various features of G∂'∂z writing says,
"What we do have is a written tradition that deserves the attention of literary
scholars and historians"(1995:39). It is equally important to consider the texts from
the point of view of narrative theory so as to learn why they are structured as such.
As Tä'amm∂rä Maryam falls under the prose genre of G∂'∂z literature, it is
essential to examine the text from the perspective of narrative time as part of a
preliminary and detailed analysis of the narrative techniques. This, in turn, would
help to look into the time frame in similar religious and non-religious narratives. It
would also augment to providing clues to further investigate varying aspects of
Tä'amm∂rä Maryam.
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II
About Tä'amm∂rä Maryam
Before going into the analysis of the text, it is essential to discuses the major
features of the text. Thus, this part of the study is dedicated to look into the major
features of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam by starting with the definition of a miracle.
2-1 Definition of a Miracle
The Anchor Bible Dictionary defines miracle as ''An extraordinary occurrence
attributable to God's hand which leaves a marked impression in the text..."(1992 )
it is occurrence or the presentation of unusual which signifies the deliverance or
punishment of the divine power. The Dictionary of the Bible also defines miracle as
an extraordinary event that manifests divine powers, which are wonders to human
understanding, and therefore human beings perceive it as a sign of deliverance or
punishment from God (2000). The manifestation of divine power may happen with
or without human agents of God.
A miracle is an event occurring within human experience in which the hitherto
observed operations of nature appear to be overruled or suspended. Such event is
usually ascribed to the intervention of divine power. Many events that are
considered miraculous are recorded in the Old Testament. For instance, the
creation of the world and of a man by God (Gen1:1-23) is the greatest miracle.
The Ten Plugs, (Exo7-10 ) and the division of the Red Sea waters ( Exo. 14) are
some of the miracles of God's deliverance of Israelites from the oppression of
the Pharaoh.
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The New Testament records numerous miracles by Jesus and the apostles.
The miracles by Jesus include exorcisms, resuscitation and healing. Some of the
miracles could be regarded as direct divine intervention. It is equally possible that
phenomena coincidental with a crisis in a nations history may have been regarded
as direct involvement of God. Especially, this would be the case if prayers for
deliverance have preceded them. Such answers to prayer for deliverance have
succeeded them and all such answers have miraculous aspects. It is in line with
this definition that the stories of the miracles of St. Mary are considered in this
study.
2-2 Significance of the Miracles
The miracles in Tä'amm∂rä Maryam are aimed at conforming to divine
mission. Most of the miracles are directed towards the alleviation of suffering.
They are a special manifestation of God's love and mercy, which help to prepare
the way for the faith. Marvelous events occurring with in human experience, which
could have not been brought about by human power or by the operation of any
natural agency, and are ascribed to the special intervention of the deity or some
supernatural being. In Christianity these are chiefly an act of healing, controlling
over the laws of nature and serving as evidence that the agent is either divine or
especially favored by God.
In Tä'amm∂rä Maryam, St. Mary restores severed body parts, brings sinners
back to life so that they can repent, cures the sick, preserves chastity and saves
the endangered. Exorcism and resuscitation are also the miraculous acts
performed by St. Mary. The stories end happily. Everybody gets involved in
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praising and serving God because of her role of intercession between man and
God. The Virgin, in many of her appearances, cautioned those who believe to
rectify their errant ways or face the wrath of an angry God."She is often called
'Covenant of Mercy' (Kidane Meheret).,that is mediator through her intercession
for those who invoke Christ through her name (as Christ made a promise
(mehrert) to His mother to save all those asking her intercession)'' (Chaillot, 2002
:131). Hence, the miracles in the Tä'amm∂rä Maryam are directed towards
preparing the way for eternal salvation in line with Christian principles.
2-3 Setting
The time coverage of miracles is long. It begins when Adam and Eve failed to
obey the order of God and the prophecies that God would send Jesus to be born
from a virgin and redeem the world. The 1st miracle in the text is about the story of
Adam and Eve who failed by eating the forbidden fruit and how God promised to
return human being to heaven or redeem by being born from the child (St. .Mary )
begotten from Adam. The miracles of St. Mary considered in this paper have also
miracles believed to have happened in the 1990's. The 398th miracle is about how
St. Mary miraculously prepared the way for the capture of thieves while they were
trying to share the sacred relics they had stolen from Addis Alem Maryam Church.
The researcher remembers well the story of theft reported by the local media.
There are also other accounts of miracles that happened in Addis Ababa and
Egypt in the 1990's. The exact successions of the miracles that appear on the
corpus are not all in order of their appearance. In general the time coverage
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ranges from the times of Old Testament, when human beings (Adam and Eve) had
fallen (according to Christianity) until the end of the 20th century.
In some of the stories it is difficult to tell the place and time the miracles took
place. Even if there is a mention of the place and personages, they are indistinct,
like in a certain place there lived a person ... and then goes on to tell the story. ,
By and Large, the miracles took place in areas where Christianity originated and
its early dissemination in the Middle East, Egypt, Ethiopia and in some European
countries.
2-4 Groupings of Miracles
The Miracles in Tä'amm∂rä Maryam are not grouped either in subject or in
periods. Based on their manifestation, the miracles could be grouped in to three.
These are miracles ascribed to Virgin Mary before her birth, during her existence
on earth and after Her ascension.
2-4-1 Miracles before Her birth
The miracles before Her birth were mainly the prophecies about her birth and
bearing God in virginity and the redemption of the world by Jesus." Our Lady Mary
had been proclaimed from Adam to Abraham to Moses. And from Moses to David,
son of Jesse, she appeared in many different images " (Getachew, 1992:34).
These miracles are usually stories made from the Old Testament and exalted St.
Mary, as she is the mother of Jesus.
Here the question of how prophecies are considered as miracles could be
raised. It is evident that God's birth as a human being from the Virgin Mary is a
miracle. Before the coming of Jesus there are prophecies about his first coming.
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These were manifested in various miraculous acts that signal the mystery of
incarnation. For instance, God presented a sheep of sacrifice to Abraham instead
of his son, Isaac, when he was ready to sacrifice by being obedient to the order of
God. The 4th miracle is about the interpretation of this story.
xSqDä XNd ²ÊW h#l# wd xNt tmL¹@ XmÈlh# Bü tSÍ XNds-h#H
LË kzRH kYú/Q wgN sW çñ lm|ê:T kmQrb# bStqR ›lM bxNt LJ
m|ê:TnT xYDNMÂ tW xlWÝÝ (4)
"As I have promised to come to you before, like this time, my Son
would be from your race Isaac by which He is only a sacrifice, the
world is not redeemed by the sacrifice of your son ", and said ''leave
it". (4)∗

Therefore, the miracle that God made to Abraham by presenting a sheep for
sacrifice instead of Isaac after his obedience is interpreted as a sign that the Son
(Jesus) would be born and redeem the world. The miracles of this group also
contain the genealogy of the Virgin Mary, the time from her conception to her birth.
The miracles in this group are only 13 in number.
2-4-2 Miracles during Her Existence:
Miracles during Her existence cover from the time she was born until her
death and ascension. This includes miracles performed while she was living in the
temple, the time when she conceived and gave birth to Jesus in virginity. It also
encompasses the miracles during her fleeing to Egypt and Ethiopia carrying Jesus
where they faced hardships and were rescued by miracles as well as miracles

∗

Stories of the miracles in the text are numbered.
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after the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus Christ. The 67th miracle is one of the
miracles after the resurrection.
bz!ÃCM s›T KBRT xmb@¬CN XJêN b¬wrW yqŸ ;Y• §Y ÅnCWÝ
XJêNM b;Y• §Y bÅncÆT g!z@ f{¥ ÄnCÝÝ XNdl@§wM sW h#l#
BR¦N l¥yT ÒlCÝÝ (67)

At that moment when our honored Lady put her hand on the
woman's blinded right eye, it was absolutely cured and she was able
to see light like other people. (67)
The miracles during this time are the direct interaction of St. Mary with the natural
with natural phenomena and deliverance to those in need of the help by
appearing physically.
2-4-3 Miracles after Her Ascension

According to the teaching of the Church, the Virgin Mary ascended to
heaven after Her death. The 76th miracle in the text is the account about her
ascension. Most of the miracles in this corpus are ascribable to the time after her
ascension. The means and ways for the occurrence of the miracles is often
communicated beforehand to the receivers of the miracles through revelation in
dreams and apparition. The revelation in dreams is meant to guide what the
receiver of the miracle is expected to do to be salvaged from the danger or
temptation. For instance, the 244th miracle is the revelation of St. Mary in dreams
to a disabled person to perform the miracle of healing.
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bxNÄ!T xgR WS_ xND mÚg#: sW nbRÝÝ lXs#M Xmb@¬CN b?LM
tgl[ClTÝÝ XSk n/s@ ;|‰ SDST qN bxNq[ b@tKRStEÃn# x-gB tqm_
B§ ngrCWÝÝ (244)

In a certain country there was a certain invalid person. Our Lady
was revealed in his dream and told him to remain seated about the
church until Nehassie∗ Sixteen . (244)

The miracles of apparition are usually to perform the miracles of healing.
The 378th miracle in the text is the apparition of St. Mary with angels and other
saints to cure a dedicated Christian woman called Samia that lived in Port Seid,
Egypt. The miracle took place in 1990.
kz!ÃM -#è–NÂ draN bÄssC g!z@ XNd xÄ‰> bR yLÆ* bR wlL
BlÖ tkftÝÝ XNd DNUY y--rWN b>¬êN kLÆ* WS_ xwÈC§TÂ bæÈ QL§ bxLUê x-gB b¸gßW -r’@² §Y xsqm-C§TÝÝ bz!ÃM g!z@
ÆrkÒTÂ xBrêT km-#T QÇúN wds¥Y xrgCÝÝ (378)

When She softly rub down her breasts and chest, her heart was
opened wide like a door. She removed the cyst that is hard like a
stone and wrapped it up with a towel and put it on the table near her
bed. Then, She blessed her and ascended with saints escorting. (378)
The miracles were also performed by the portrait of the Virgin for those who
comply with the Christian principles but face temptations. There are miracles
against those who disgrace the honor She was given as a mother of God. These
miracles are not meant to hurt; rather they are meant to help them to repent after
∗

the month of August,
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having witnessed the miracles. In this group there are stories that seem difficult to
perceive as miracles. These are consecutive stories of prayer and praise of
Ethiopia (personified) addressed to St. Mary for its remaining sovereign, especially
after the 1896 defeat of Italians at Adawa. The praise implicitly tells that the
country remained sovereign, owing to the deliverance by St. Mary from the
powerful invading force.
2-5 Genre
It is essential to identify the work with regard to the genre it belongs to .
Tä'amm∂rä Maryam is a narrative in which the account of one story in 500 to 700
words. It is didactic in nature with a tone of prayer in prose form. For instance,
every miracle begins with a prayer.
LmÂê KB… lz§›lM bWnT YdRBNÂ xM§KN ywldC
bDNUl@ |U
bDNUl@ nFS y[ÂC
KBRT Xmb@tCN
ÃdrgCW ¬xMR YH nW::
May her prayer and honor unto us for ever, this is the miracle done
by Our Lady who begot the Lord and remained steadfast in virginity
in body and mind.
It also ends with a prayer.
LmÂê KB… lzl›lM bWnT YdRBN ::
May Her prayer and honor be upon us of ever.
The miracles have similar features with tales in that they usually begin with
'once upon a time' after introducing some of the personages involved in the story.
The miracle is meant and written to be read to the congregation. This is because
during the translation of the miracles few people are literate to read and that it is
not portable (because it was written on large vellum) as well as the honor given to
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Tä'amm∂rä Maryam (Samuel, 98:2002). Consequently, the narrator (priest) tells
the congregation to attend the miracle in concentration.
2-6 Authorship
There is no clear evidence when the miracles were performed by St. Mary
and when disseminated. Ancient tradition asserts that immediately after the
crucifixion, She might have taken up her abode with John the apostle. Concerning
this Budge Writes " …for ten years ,according to one authority, Mary lived in
Jerusalem and cleansed the leper, made the blind to see and the deaf to hear, and
cast out devils, and it is certain that her virgin companions would spread abroad
reports about her great works" (1923: xxx). In the preface given at the beginning
of the text indicates that the miracles were written by Patriarchs of Alexandria Theophilos and Timothios as told by Her. Bishop Deqsiyos of the Church in Tiltilia,
Egypt, compiled the miracles. The Virgin Mary also told the miracles in dream,
apparition and vision to Aba Abraham, Aba Markos and Aba Matewos. The
miracles were written and complied by these personalities and then translated
from Arabic to G∂'∂z during the ordinance of the bishops Aba Michael ,Aba Gabriel
and Aba Yohannis to Ethiopia from Egypt . "Some Ethiopian stories being added
and others being adopted to make them accessible to Ethiopian Readers" (Frenec,
1985:275). Thus, Ethiopians who translated the stories into G∂'∂z and Amharic
languages adopted the texts to suit the cultural context of the society. However, it
is difficult to find out exactly who wrote the local stories and who later added
Ethiopian stories into the text. This could be because of the value given to the
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Virgin Mary and the miracles rather than the scribes. It is also due to the custom of
effacing the name of writers to show humbleness.
2-7 Beneficiaries of the Miracles
The receivers of miracles in Tä'amm∂rä Maryam are varied personages.
Most of the time the beneficiaries of the miracles were those who believed in
Christianity but at a certain time in their life failed to conform to the belief because
of temptations they faced. The others were those who were against the creed but
because of the miracles they were converted and became devoted Christians.
The other group of beneficiaries of the miracles were those who were indifferent to
the faith but after witnessing the miracles they were converted and became
devoted Christians throughout their lives.

III
Narrative Time: Theoretical Framework
Before going into the concepts of narrative time, it is worth discussing what
makes a text narrative as well as its structure. Genette has given three definitions
of narrative (1980:25 - 26). Firstly, the popular meaning given to narrative in the
modern time is that, '' the narrative statement, the oral or written discourse that
undertakes to tell an event or a series of events'' (Ibid.25). This definition
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emphasizes that an account of event could be in a written form or told orally. The
second definition by Genette and popular among theoreticians in the field is that
''narrative is the succession of events, real or fictitious'' (Ibid.). This definition
entail that narrative could be an account of events whether they are real, like news
story and historical accounts or fictions, like the short story and epic poem. The
third definition concerns the narrator. Narrative consists of someone telling the
events, that is ,''the act of narrating taken in itself'' (Ibid. 26). The narrator is an
indispensable agent of communication. He/She may take an infinite varity of roles
within a work as protagonist in the action describing events ,he/she witnessed
being the reader's friend, guide or enemy. In some works more than one narrator
is used, in other stories he/she is presented as an all-seeing storyteller. The
narrator may be a strongly defined and memorable character whose point of view
offers the meaning of the work. At the opposing extreme, the narrator may remain
restrained.
What structure could we find in a narrative? William Labov and Joshua
Waletsky developed a schema for narrative analysis based on the Aristotelian
pattern of dramatic progression in 1967. According to them, narratives need to
have the following structure: abstract-orientation-complication- resolution evaluation- coda (Labov: 1997).
An abstract is an initial clause in a narrative that reports the entire sequence
of events of the narrative, while an orientation clause gives information on the
time, place of the events of a narrative, the identities of the participants and their
initial behavior. A complicating action is a sequential clause that reports an event
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in a next in response to a potential question, "And what happened [then]?" The
resolution function provides what finally happened. The evaluation action provides
social and/or personal significance to the story. It is also the climax, the punch line,
where narrators are expected to justify by taking the floor. Finally, the coda
provides temporal resolution within the story, i.e. what happened to the characters
and how they solved their dilemma. It then provides closure to the narrative.
Tä'amm∂rä Maryam fulfills the definitions given by Genette that a narrative
should be written or oral discourse, succession of events and with a narrator telling
the story. The corpus of the miracle is a written discourse telling a miraculous
event ascribed to St. Mary. It is also an account of a series of events in an
individual miracle and constructed the events to make one whole. The miracles of
Tä'amm∂rä Maryam have also a narrator to narrate the series of events usually
from an omniscient point of view. Labove and Waletsky's narrative structure is also
evident in the stories.
Coming back to the concept of time, it is a social convention derived from
natural processes of day and night as well as a succession of seasons. It is one of
the fundamental bases on which all cultures rest and around which all activities
revolve. In a narrative, time has a significant place. Narrative is framed into its own
time framework to suit a particular genre or author while giving meaning.
Narrative time refers to the relation of the narrative and the actual story.
Stories like actual events have beginnings and endings but they do not have to
begin chronologically and proceed in a uniform direction at uniform pace toward
the end. In a story an hour, a day or a decade can be skipped or made into a
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narrative moment (a phrase or a sentence), or a moment can be expanded to fill
pages. The manipulation of time affects the story and the meaning as a whole.
According to modern theoreticians of narrative, like Gerard Genette, Rimonkenan and Michael J. Toolan three questions arise when considering time in
narrative: when? how long ? and how often? Concerning this Gerard Genette
says that narrative time is the study of the:
...Connections between the temporal order of succession of the events in the
story and the pseudo-temporal order of their arrangements in the
narrative,...connections between the variable duration of these events or
story sections and the pseudo- duration
of their telling in the
narrative,...connections of frequency that is relations between the repetitive
capacity of the story and those of the narrative,....(1980: 35 )

And according to the arguments of Rimon-kenan (1983: 46), the three aspects of
the narrative, i.e order, duration and frequency are in disparity with the actual
occurrence of the story. No event corresponds with these aspects exactly when it
is narrated or converted into discourse. For instance an obituary which accounts
the life of a certain personage, which covers 50 years, could be reduced to a page
or could be read within only three minutes.

3-1 Order (when?)
The concept order could be defined as

an arrangement of events and

episodes. Order in narrative answers the question that whether the events in the
story follow the actual chronology. Stories like actual time have beginnings and
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endings but they need not start at the beginning and finish at the end. They can
be told from end to beginning or even from middle to beginning.
When events happen to conform with the natural order, it is a chronological
order. If it is in disparity with the actual order, according to Genette, it is called
'anachrony'∗ (1980:35) . The two main types of anachrony are flashback and
flashforward. Flashback according to

Genette is 'retrospection'

which is the

presentation of events that have occurred before the current story of narration .
Flashforward, which is termed as 'anticipation' or 'prolepsis', is the presentation of
a future event before its proper time. Analepsis provides past information either
about the character, event or story-line mentioned at that point in the text or about
another character, event, or story line. For instance, if the events follow the order
1,2,3 and in the text they appear as 3,1,2 or 1,3,2 then, '3' is proleptic . On the
other hand, if the

text order is

2,3,1

then, '1' is analeptic (Rimmon-Kenan

1883:46) .
In flashforward the actions anticipated could or could not occur. An objective
flashforward or certain anticipation presents an event that will actually occur,
whereas a subjective flashforward or uncertain anticipation is just a character's
vision of a likely future event (Genette, 1980 48-79).

3.2. Duration (how long?)
In a story an hour, a day or a decade can be skipped or condensed into a
narrative moment (a phrase or sentences). A moment can be expanded to occupy
∗

Words which are not English and directly used by theoreticians as well as those English words used to
describe the theoretical issues are italicized.
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pages.

Duration covers the proportioning of story time and discourse time.

Rimmon-Kenan (1983: 44-45) says, in dealing with duration in narrative, that the
basic distinction that needs to be established first is that between 'story time' and
'discourse time'. Discourse time is the concept that takes into consideration an
average reader to read a passage, or, more commonly, the whole text. It can be
measured in the number of words, lines, or pages of a text.
Story time is the time taken up by an action in certain episodes or by the
whole action. To determine story time, one usually relies on aspects of textual
pace, intuition, and text-internal clues. In order to assess a narrative passage's
speed or pace, one needs to compare story time and discourse time. These two
occurrences can never be the same even in a segment of pure dialogue, which
seems that there is a coincidence or parallelism between story-duration and text
duration. This is because there could be a pause or speeding up while one utters.
''It is therefore by convention that one speaks of temporal equivalence of the story
and text in dialogue'' (Ibid. 52). With regard to this notion four major types of
relationship occur.
Genette (1980: 109-112) says in isochronous presentation ('of equal duration';
also congruent presentation, 'isochrony'), story time and discourse time are
approximately equal or rhythmically mapped. Normally this is the case in passages
containing lots of dialogues or detailed action presentation. Similarly, RimmonKenan (1983: 53-54) presents that isochrony is a defining feature of the 'scenic'
narrative mode. In speed-up or acceleration, an episode's discourse time is
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considerably shorter than its story time. Speed-up typically characterizes a
'summary' or 'panoramic' mode of presentation.
The other kind of time and action relationship in a story is slow-down or
deceleration. In deceleration, an episode's discourse time is considerably longer
than its story time. Rimmon-Kenan (1983: 53) again says that slow-down is a rare
phenomenon; many cases classified as slow-down are more properly interpreted
as congruent presentations of subjective time.
Ellipsis or omission is a stretch of story time, which is not textually
represented at all. The discourse halts; though time continues to pass in the
story, ellipsis is the maximum speed where zero textual space corresponds
to some story duration. Some critics consider ellipsis as a special case of
speed-up. Lastly, as described by Genette (1980: 99-106) a pause could be
seen in a story. During a pause, discourse time elapses on description or
comment, while story time stops and no action actually takes place.
3-3 Frequency (how often?).
In Narrative, frequency is the relationship of appearance of an event in the story
and the event in the text. It is the relation between the number of times an event
occurs in the story and the number of times it is mentioned in the text. An event is
not only capable of happening; it can also recur. ''Symmetrically, a narrative
statement is not only produced, it can be produced again,can be repeated one or
more times in the same text'' (Genette 1980:114). A system of relationship is
established between these capacities for repetition on the part of both the narrated
events (of the story) and the narrative statements (of the text). According to
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Remmon-kenan, this relationship in narrative could be summed up into three parts
(1983: 56-58): firstly, when an action happened once it is told once, it is
singulative (coined by Genette from the word singular) telling. Some actions by
nature could happen once but others repetitively. For instance, a human being is
born or dies only once but have meals several times or feel ill several times.
Hence, the recounting of the birth or the death in a story once is singulative
telling.
Secondly, the recounting of an action that happened once repetitively or
several times is repetitive telling. For example the birth of St. Mary is repeated
several times in a story then it is repetition. This may seem impossible at first
encounter as redundancy could be detected easily. However, when it is examined
the same event can be told several times not only with stylistic variations but also
with variations in point of view.
Thirdly, the recounting once of an action that happened several times is
iterative telling. If for example, a woman gives birth to eight children, the action of
giving birth is repeated eight times even if the children born are different. This will
not be told eight times unless there is the need to list the time and the children one
by one. With the above theoretical ground the stories of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam would
be looked into in the subsequent section.
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IV
Narrative Time Analysis in Tä'amm∂
∂rä Maryam
4-1 Order
As it has been raised in the previous section, order is the arrangement of
events in a story or an episode with regard to the time they happen. Analepsis and
prolepsis are viable when events will not follow chronological sequences either to
tell the past or the future from the present time in narration. In the stories of
Tä'amm∂rä Maryam events are presented chronologically. The stories begin by
introducing the personages to be involved in the stories. Some times there is also
a mentioning of the place as well as the time of the story while at other times the
place and time are only known implicitly.
kµHÂT wgN yMTçN /Â yMTÆL ¸ST ÃgÆ x!Ãq&M
y¸ÆL kngd Yh#Ä ytwld xND sW nbR h#lt$M
XGz!xB/@RN y¸wÇ XGz!xB/@R xSqDä ymrÈcW dU¯C
nb„ XGz!xB/@RM b\‰W ?G [NtW Yñ„ nbRÝÝ (13)
There was a man called Joachim born from the clan of Juda who married a wife
named Hanna from the side of the clergy. Both of begins by them were generous and
God-loving and the chosen . They were obedient and steadfast with the law of God .
(13)
The story begins by introducing Hanna and Joachim that they are couples
obedient to God and seeking a child. The main story traditional way of telling folk
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narrative. Then, it proceeds to stating how they get deliverance to their ambition to
have a child.

k:l¬T ÆND qN
gb#ÝÝ (13)

/Â ¸St$Â x!Ãq&M

m_tW

wd tKL ï¬

Once upon a time Hanna his wife and Joachim came and got into the
garden. (13)
In the above statement, the feature, that begins by "…once up on a time…",
makes it similar with folktale. In consecutive miracles the story begins without
telling the background information.
…bz!ÃN g!z@ yx!T×ùÃW Ng#| ;Md {×N
xD‰g!nT ktmls b`§... (350)

kdêé õRnT bDL

When the Ethiopian King Amde Tsion victoriously returned from the war
of Dawaro…(350)
...Ng#| ;Md {×N kµˆÄ!ãC UR õRnT ÆdrgbT bz!ÃN w‰T
s¥RÃ bMTÆL xgR \Fé úl... (351)
…During the months, King Amde Tsion waged war with traitors and occupied a
country known as Semaria… (351)

The above consecutive stories (350th and 351st) begin with the background
information. This is because the background of the story is introduced at the
beginning of the first consecutive stories, which is 249th miracle in the text. After
the above background information was provided, it proceeds to tell the stories as
they happened or without flashbacks and foreshadowing. There is smooth flow
with no interruption of the chronology of events to tell past events or narrate what
will happen in the latter part of the story at the present time in the story. The 306th
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miracle story is chosen as representative from the text to validate the absence of
anaplepsis and prolepsis.

SlGBÉêE Ng#S îFéS
LmÂê KB… lzl›lÑ b:WnT YdRBNÂ xM§KN ywldC
bDNUl@ |U bDNUl@ nFS y]ÂC KBRT Xmb@¬CN ÃdrgCW
txMR YH nWÝÝ
bkFt¾ y‰S ?mM y¸sÜY îæéS
Ng#s nbRÝÝ

y¸ÆL xND yGB}

k:l¬T bxNd¾W qN xM§KN ywldC wd Xmb@¬CN
b@tKRStEÃN ÿdÂ k|:§* x-gB öä XÃlqs Xmb@t& çY
kz!H {n#: y?mM ¥\¶Ã FCŸ b¥lT [lyÝÝ
kz!M k|:§* |R ›rF XNÄl bz!ÃW XNQLF ÃzWÂ t¾
bz!ÃN g!z@M
Xmb@¬CN
XJêN zrUCÂ
‰s#N ÄssCW
kdê&WM f_ñ ÄnÝÝ
k:NQLûM bnÜ g!z@ f{ä dS xlWÂ XGz!xB/@RN
xmsgnWÝÝ xM§KN ywldC Xmb@¬CNNM xmsgÂT Slz!HM
lb@tKRStEÃ• Bz# wRQÂ BR s-ÝÝ
LmÂê KB… lzl›lÑ b:WnT YdRBNÝÝ 306
About an Egyptian King Sophoros
(1)May Her prayer and honor up on us. This is the miracle performed by
our lady who begot the Lord and steadfast virgin in flesh and spirit.
(2) There lived an Egyptian king called Sophoros suffering from sever
headache.
(3) Once upon a time he went to the church of our Lady who begot Lord
and prayed before the portrait bewailing, "Oh my lady ease this sever pain'' .
(4) While resting next to her portrait he was slept and instantly cured when our lady
stretched her hand and fondled his head.
(5)When he was awake, he was very happy and praised God. He also
praised our Lady who begot the Lord, consequently he bestowed silver and
Gold to the church.
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(6) May Her prayer and honor upon us forever. (306)

The statement marked (1) is the background information about the personage and
place of the story. The events narrated in (3), (4) and (5) represent the main part
of the story. These are mainly the action of praying, resting, sleeping, waking up,
fondling, feeling of happiness, praising, and conferring presents. All these events
are presented in straightforward way and in the order of their happening.
In General, it is likely to reach on a conclusion that events in the stories of the
Tä'amm∂rä Maryam are presented chronologically because of the inherent
narrative feature of the stories. Hence, it is hardly possible to find analepsis and
prolepsis in the stories.

4-2 Duration
4-2-1 Isocronious presentation
Episodes where the miraculous events unfold in Tä'amm∂rä Maryam contain
isocronious or scenic presentations. The actions, which are presented in
somewhat similar pace, are when the receiver of the miracle contacts with St.
Mary either in the form of vision or appear physically. These are the main parts
where the actions of the miracles unfold. The scenic presentations conspicuous in
all the three forms have similar features in that the subject of the miracle is a
conversation between a receiver and most often Virgin Mary. The 125th miracle is
about a Pharisee who squandered his money and ashamed to meet his old friend
as he had no money because he distributes it among the poor. In the meantime
Satan came to deceive him.
XNdz!H XytkzÂ XÃzn úl sYÈN bsW tmSlÖ tgLõ lMN ¬ZÂlH SlMNS TtK²lH BlÖ yqWÝÝ ÃM f¶úêE bs# §Y ydrsbTN CGR h#l# lsYÈn# ngrWÝÝ
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sYÈNM mLî ngÊN wYM yMLHN yMTqbLS b!çN bwÄJH bmkÖNn# ðT XJG ytwdDKÂ
ytkbRK sW xdRG¦lh# xlWÝÝ (125)

When he felt worried and sorrowful like this, Satan appeared to him in the image of a
human being and said to him, '' why did you worry and become sorrowful''. The
Pharisee told the problem he encountered.

The Satan said again, "If you accept what I say you will attain affection and honor
before the officer." (125)

The man was rescued from the temptation of Satan after St. Mary appeared
physically and ordered him not to transgress the order of the Lord. Such a
conversation with an agent who opposes or applauds God has been given
emphasis .The emphasis is manifested by means of dialogue where the duration
allotted for the discourse approximates the story text.
The other form of isocronious presentation is prayer for deliverance. It is an
address to God or others (St. Mary, Saints and Angeles) who are endowed with
divine power to play the role of intercession for deliverance, usually seen to
respond to the receivers verbally their agreements. Hence, prayer and response
for deliverance is scenic presentation in Tä'amm∂rä Maryam. Miracle 235 is a
representative of this kind of scenic presentation. It is a story about a woman who
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desires to bear a child but she couldn't. After she prayed to St. Mary she got a
child.

kz!ÃM xM§KN bwldC bDNUl@ |U bDNUl@ nFS y[ÂC KBRT Xmb@¬CN |:L ðT
ömCÂ Xmb@t& çY yXGz!xB/@R brkT ÃdrbTÂ LJ> x!ys#S KRSèSN dS y¸ÃsŸ LJ s+Ÿ
XÃlC lmnCÝÝ

ngR GN XNÄÆt$ YQR¬ yl@lWÂ g@¬ x!ys#S KRSèSN y¥YwD kçn ¥?]n@N Zg!W
xlCÝÝ (235)

Then, she stood before the portrait of Our Honored Lady who begot our Lord and who
remained virgin in body and mind and prayed by saying, " Give me a child with the
blessing of God and who pleases Jesus Christ.

"However, if the child you will give me is unforgiving and does not love Jesus Christ,
barren my womb". (235)

Martha got a positive result from the portrait in that it showed a sign of agreement
by sliding to one side. Such forms of scenic narration are placed in the important
part of the episode in the story.
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There are also occasions in the miracles where Ethiopia is represented in
personification and prayed for deliverance to Virgin Mary to be salvaged from
calamities and enemies or foreign intruders.
bnz!Ã w‰T bhgR §Y BRt$ CGRÂ ?ZBM k?ZB UR õRnT bçn g!z@ nÉYt$ XÂT hgR
x!T×ùÃ XNÄ!H STL [lyC¿¿ DNGL çY b_b#: Lb#Â yng„TN k¥Yrú ylmn#TN k¥Ynœ
LJ> bMDR §Y cRnt$N YQR¬WN YLK zND xúSb!ÝÝ

ÄGm¾M DNGL çY b_Nt$ zmN XRs# ‰s# bnb!† x!úYÃS XNdbT Sln@ SlxgLU†
SlÄêETM YCN xgR bCG… h#l# XöM§¬lh# XrÄ¬lh# YQR X§¬lh# xDÂ¬l#h ÃlWN
Ül#N ÃSB zND xsúSb!¿¿ (368)

During those months when there was a serious calamity and civil war in the
sovereign country, Ethiopia prayed: "Oh Virgin remind your child to send His charity
and mercy that who doesn't forget and reserve what is beseeched with pure heart.

Oh Virgin remind Him what He had promised during antiquities with the mouth of
Prophet Isaiah that "I would stand in this country's problem to help her forgive her
and cure her for the sake of my servant David". (368)

The address for deliverance by Ethiopia was similar with other personage's
petition to Virgin Mary. The time allotment for the prayer in either way (personage
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and personified representation) is most likely comparable and the presentation is
scenic.
4-2-2 Acceleration
Stories in Tä'amm∂rä Maryam do not go in a uniform pace. Speeding up of the
stories is the major feature of the text. This acceleration is evident at the beginning
or at the expository part of the stories and in the part of the stories after the
miracles have taken place. The acceleration at the expository section provides the
summary about the personage.
The 360th miracle is how king Menelik escaped from prison. In the expository
part there is an episode that tells in a summarized way how he was taken captive.
œHl ¥RÃM (Mn!LK) ktwld ;|‰ xND ›mT bçnW g!z@ y¹êW Ng#| xÆt$ `Ylml÷T ätÂ
dBr bG: tqbr ¿Ý bz!HM g!z@ xSqDä XNdtngrW b¯ NdR Ì‰ kMTÆL ï¬ `Yl¾ q$-# yçn
µœ /t&ãDéS/ y¸ÆL tnúÂ ng\¿¿ kz!ÃM k¯ NdR wd ¹ê ÿdÂ Xmb@¬CN xSqDä lœHl|§s@
XNdngrCW œHl¥RÃMN (Mn!LKN) wd ¯ NdR wSì bXSR xSqm-W…ÝÝ

bz!HM g!z@ XGz!xB/@R ks# S§LtlyW kKû wgN XNÄCM úÃgßW kt&ãDéS m›T
ymNfS QÇS `YL Xy-bqW bt&ãDéS kt¥ ¥lT bmQd§ l;|R ›mT ñrÝÝ (360)

When Sahile-Mariam (Menelik) was 11 Years old his father, King of Shoa HaileMelekot, died and buried in Debre Bag'ei . As it had been told before, in Gondar in a
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place called Quara a certain Kassa (Tewodros), who was treacherous and furious
emerged and reigned....

Then, he went from Gondar to Shoa and took Sahile- Mariam (Menelik) into custody to
Gondar as our Lady had told Sahile- Sellasie .

During this time God was with him and he has been guarded by the power of the Holy
Ghost from the wrath of Tewodros and lived 10 years in the town of Tewodros,
Meqdela. ( 360)

The above account is not a point by point presentation on the backdrops of
Menelik and King Tewodors who are the two main personages in the story. It only
provides a panoramic view of the life of the young Menelik and the coming of
Tewodros to power with two sentences. The story of how Menelik was taken to
custody by Tewodros and his life there (at the hands of King Tewodros) was also
told in two sentences .
The speeding up of the story after the miracle has taken place is an
indication of the fulfillment of the compulsion or the solution given by St. Mary to
the personage.
kz!ÃM b`§ Ã q&S ÃcEN b@t KRStEÃN l¦Ã ›mT xglglÝÝ m§ y?Ywt$ zmNM mè ¦Ã xND
›mT çnÝÝ kz!HM b\§M ›rfÝÝ (240)
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Then afterwards, that clergy served the church for 20 years. His life was one hundred
and twenty one years. Then, his soul rested in peace. (240)

The miracle is about how a blind priest got his sight back. The above account is
after the scenic presentation has been accomplished. It wraps up the life of the
priest after he regained his sight miraculously. Such ending by summarizing is not
the features of all the stories as the majority of the stories end abruptly after the
miracle.
Acceleration in the part of the text dealing with the prophesies about Virgin
Mary long before her birth is prevalent because there are summaries of stories
from the Old Testament. These stories are intended to represent the birth of
Virgin Mary and her being the mother of Christ with sign or symbolism.
Acceleration dominates in the stories about the prophesies of St. Mary with the
exception of the episode where the symbol or the sign is revealed. The 6th miracle
in the text is the story of how Moses saw the burning bush, which was interpreted
as a sign that fire is the symbol of Christ and the bush is that of Virgin Mary who
tolerated the divinity of Christ.
The child, Moses, born of a Hebrew slave, became the prince of Egypt. The
mother of Moses had to hide the infant Moses for safety when Pharaoh, the ruler
of Egypt, ordered all male Hebrew babies to be killed. The baby Moses was
discovered by one of Pharaoh's daughters, who raised him as her own child. By
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command of the Pharaoh's daughter, Moses had been sent home with his own
mother to be cared for until he grew up.
Raised as a young prince of Egypt, Moses was educated as becoming his
royal station. Moses lived in the land of Midian in Arabia for many years. He
worked as a shepherd for a priest called Jethro and married the latter's daughter,
Zipporah. Time passed. Back in Egypt, the king had died. But the new ruler who
had taken his place hated the Israelites just as much as his predecessor did and
the children of Israel continued to suffer. God saw the harsh treatment and heard
the cries of the people. God was soon to send them a savior. Moses lived for forty
years

on the land of Midian working as a shepherd. The forgoing narration

summarizes the lives of Moses from his birth.
Then, one day while Moses was out with the flock, he came to Mount Horeb.
As he looked up he saw a strange sight. In the distance, a bush seemed to be on
fire. Yet the bush didn't burn up, nor did the fire die down. Consumed with
curiosity, Moses said, "I must go and see this great wonder and learn why the
bush continues to burn without getting burned up ". God spoke to him on Mount
Sinai and ordered him to go back to Egypt and lead the Hebrew people out of
slavery.
Moses felt that because he stammered he wouldn't be worthy of this task.
God told him to use his brother Aaron to do the talking for him. Moses asked
Pharaoh, the Egyptian ruler, to release his Hebrew slaves. Pharaoh refused,
however, Moses and God used strong measures to change his mind. Egypt was
ravaged by ten plagues before Pharaoh gave in. When the slaves reached the
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banks of the Sea of Reeds, Moses ordered the water to draw aside and allow the
Hebrew people to walk across the sea bed to freedom. God made the waters
move, and the slaves went across on the dry bed of the sea. When the Egyptian
soldiers followed onto the seabed, the waters returned and drowned them.
Months after leaving Egypt, Moses and the freed slaves came to the slopes
of Mount Sinai. Moses went up the mountain alone and stayed there for 40 days
and nights , during which time God gave him the Ten Commandments carved on
stone tablets, and taught Moses various other laws.
The above episode also narrates about the life of Moses after the
burning bush. Hence, the expository and the events after Moses saw the
miracle of the burning bush are summaries. The extent of acceleration is
high and it is even briefer than what appeared in the Old Testament.
4-2-3 Pause
Cessation of narration of the events intended to describe the
personages and setting in the stories of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam is prevalent
though it does not last long. Even if it is briefer, the pause that appears in
almost all the stories is the description of St. Mary's purity in flesh and soul
and the conception and giving birth to Christ.
xM§KN wd wldC bDNUl@ |U bDNUl@ nFS wd ]ÂC
KBRT xmb@¬CN |:L ÿDW....
98)
ÿDW (98
98

wd

Having gone to the portrait of our honored lady who begot the Lord,
and stayed steadfast in virginity in flesh and soul.... (98)
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The description often repeated in the episodes where the receiver of the
miracle is praying for deliverance and to exalt the Virgin Mary after the
miracles attributed to Her had taken place instantaneously. The repetition of
such description will impel the laity to stop and meditate upon the place
Virgin Mary takes up before God now and then.
There is a description of the personages usually before the stories begin
which is not regarded as pause. Pause can't take place before a narrative
begins. This is because it appears prior to the expression like ''once upon a
time", and similar other expressions where the main line of story is
commencing.
4-2-4 Ellipsis
Time leaps in Tä'amm∂rä Maryam are rare. This is owing to the inherent
features of the stories beginning at a desired point and at an important episode
after introducing the background. The stories usually start with an expression
''once upon a time...'' after the background information is provided. There are also
stories that begin by selecting a particular incident, which is known in the scripture.
g@¬ µrg kxMST w‰T b“§….(66)
Five months after the Lord had ascended…. (66)
The ascension of Jesus Christ was a known event and it is used here as time
reference to begin the story right away. This has an implication that there would be
no time gap available in the story.
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Time connectives implying ellipsis are observable in stories. The time
connectives are ''kz!ÃM'' - "then.", ''kz!ÃM b`§'' - "then afterwards,". The latter can't
be followed by definite indicators of time like ''then, after a month'', ''then after a
year'',.... Nonetheless, the former time connective could be preceded by definite
time. In both cases, the time connectives used in the stories seem to indicate that
there is an ellipsis. However, it is equally possible to use them to represent
consecutive events with scenic narration, in which case the story duration and the
text duration approximates . Let us take two cases from the text.
xUNNTM ksãc$ Xyw-# s!ÿÇ bXWnT xNt yXGz!xB/@R LJ nH XÃl# b¬§Q ÜL Xyôh#
msk„¿¿

kzÃM bz!Ã ytsbsbW ?ZB ---- (51)

When the demons were driven out, they cried out with loud voice and testified by
saying, ''You are truly the Son of God ".
Then, all the people gathered--- (51)

M{êTHÂ [lÖTHM kXGz!xB/@R ðT Xnç dRú*LÂ
XRS bRúcW XJ tnœ\#¿¿
kz!ÃM b`§ s!§N wd b@t$ ÿì ---(150)
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"Your alms and prayer have reached God ".
They greeted each other.
Thenceforward, Silan went to his house---. (150)

In the case of the 51st miracle following the demons' recognition of Jesus Christ,
the gathering of people followed. The action of gathering is as immediate as one
can deduce from the situation that the people would be there hearing the shout
and the voice of the demons. In the case of the 150th miracle too, 'thenceforward'
(my emphasis) seems to be more of an indication of the successiveness of the
events without much time ellipsis. Inspite of his richness, Silan didn't like to give
alms to the poor. Nevertheless, with the guidance of Phlip'os and the deliverance
of Virgin Mary Silan saw in his dream the suffering, in hell, of people without good
deeds because of the judgment passed on them. It was at this juncture that he
woke up, greeted the devout Philp'os and "thenceforward '', went to his home to
distribute the property he has for the poor so that he could inherit the kingdom of
Heaven. His decision was instantaneous that he went to his home and distributed
the property to the destitute. Hence, there is no cession of the story recognizable
in this case too.
To bring to an end the description about duration, the scenic presentation is
limited to the prayer of the personage who needed deliverance and the
prescription of St. Mary's utterance. This is in order to underscore the value of
prayer to Virgin Mary and her expeditious deliverance. This issue lends to the
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interpretation of the manifestation of God in flesh (incarnation) by way of His
mother and latter Christ's covenant with Her to redeem those souls who beseech
Her. The pausing of the narration is also to recite the dual virginity of Mary and to
honor Her. The reason for this is attributable to the already raised point of exalting
Her. Events which are summed up (accelerated) are those intended to provide
orientation about the story at the beginning. The absence of ellipsis is that each
story is structured to address a single episode.
.
4-3 Frequency
As has been discussed in the previous chapter, frequency is one of the
temporal component of a narrative. It is the relationship between the number of
times an event in a given story and its appearance in a text. Frequency is a
determinant by the intent of the story. Singulative, repetitive and iterative are the
next consideration in the stories of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam.
4-3-1 Singulative
Sigulative telling is considered as a normal way of telling stories. This is when
each event in the story is narrated once in the text. Where do we find singulative
narrative in the stories of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam? . In a story picked randomly from
the text, we will attempt to see the presence and distribution of singulative telling.
Sl xND LBS xÈb! sW
(1) Lmnê KB… lzl›lM bWnT YdRBNÂ xM§KN ywldC
bDNUl@ |U bDNUl@ nFS y[ÂC
KBRT Xmb@¬CN
ÃdrgCW txMR YH nWÝÝ
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(2) bxNÄ!T xgR y¸ñR xND sW nbr¿ YHM sW
LBs
b¸Ã_BbT g!z@ l@§W m_è w‰°N W` wdl@§ xQÈÅ
mlsbT ÝÝ
(3) ÃM LBS xÈb! XÆKH wND» xM§KN slwldC bDNUl@
|U bDNUl@ nFS Sl[ÂC SlKBRT Xmb@@¬CN BlH W`WN
xTmLSBŸ xlWÝÝ
(4 )Ã sW GN wGD wÄ!Ã xlW ÝÝ
(5) xÈb!WM h#lT ƒST g!z@ XÆKH XÃl b!lMnWÂ b!¥]nWM
f{ä xNb! xlWÝÝ
(6) bz!HM g!z@ WhW qDä y¸fSbTN h#lt$NM xQÈÅ Tè
>QB mFsS jmrÝÝ
(7) YHNNM ngR ysm# sãC h#l# wNÇM s@t$M
bB²T
tsBSbW ytdrgWN ngR xYtW xdnq$Ý WhWM >QB s!fS
lBz# s›T öyÝÝ
(8) kz!ÃM bXGz!xB/@R cRnT xM§KN ywldC bDNUl@ |U
bDNUl@ nFS y[ÂC bKBRT Xmb@¬CN x¥§JnT whW wd
qdm ï¬W tmLî yqdm xgLGlÖt$N mS-T jmrÝÝ
(9) LmÂê KB… lzl›lÑ bWnT YdRBNÝÝ (329)

A story about a person that washes clothes
(1) May her Prayer upon us forever; this is the miracle of Our Honored
Lady who begot the Lord and remained virgin in flesh and soul.
(2) In a certain country there lived a certain man; while this man was
washing his clothes in a stream another man came and turned the water
thereof into another channel.
( 3 )And the man who was washing his clothes implored that man" by the
prayer of Our Honored Lady who begot the Lord and remained virgin in
flesh and soul bearer of God, do not divert the flow of this water''.
( 4 ) But the man said " get away!".
( 5 ) In spite of the washer's imploring words twice and thrice, the man
refused to let the water alone to follow its natural course.
( 6 ) At that moment the running water started to flow upstream in reverse
direction, leaving the two passageways.
( 7) People who heard the event (men and women) gathered and wondered
at what had taken place.
The water continued to flow backwards for many hours.
( 8 ) Then, by the will of God and with the intercession of Our Honored
Lady who begot Lord and remained virgin in flesh and soul. The river
returned to its former bed and resumed its previous service.
( 9 ) May Her prayer and honor be upon us forever. (329)
The sentence marked (1) is the part of the story announcing the start of a
narrative about a miracle of Virgin Mary. It is not an event even if it is part of the
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story providing an idea of what is going to happen. Here it is unnecessary to
qualify it with a frequency. The part of the story marked (2) orients the reader as
to who is involved in the story and the place of the story. The actions are told only
once. This part also sets the complication, which is the turning of the water from
its natural flow.
In the next episodes, that is in (3), (4), (5), (6) and (7) we see the
complications of events: the contradiction of the two people, the supplication of a
man who was washing clothes to Virgin Mary for help, the other man's contempt,
the diversion of the stream from its natural flow and the gathering of the people
who wondered at the incident. The events that fall within the complication phase
are told only once with the exception in (5). The beseech of the man who washes
clothes told in (3) is repeated in ( 5) three times.
The action in (8) is the returning of the water to its natural direction to the
service of the man who is faithful to Virgin Mary and it is told once. Therefore,
almost all events are told once in the story. There is occasional reappearing of
events in the text the intention of which is to emphasize the degree of intricacy.
The subsequent component of frequency in narrative is repetitive.
4-3-2 Repetitive
Seen individually, the stories in Tä'amm∂rä Maryam hardly contain any
repetitive events. The exception to this is the description of the two-fold virginity of
St Mary and Her being the mother of God which is repeated at least two times in a
given story. This is to underscore the place she has before God and preach the
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laity and the reader of the story. Nonetheless, considered as a whole, the stories
of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam have nine main recurring events.
4-3 -2-1 Initiating events
After personages, places and situations are introduced, events that disturb
the personages and trigger the story to start proceed as follows:
bxNÄ!T xgR xND sW nbr YHM sW bz!ÃC xgR k¸ñ„
sãC h#l# XJG bÈM hB¬M nbRÝÝ
bwRQÂ bBR byxYn¬cW ykb„ LBîC bwND xgLUY bs@T
xgLUY bbÊÂ b§M bbGÂ bFyL bfrSÂ bbQlÖ bxHÃÂ bGmL
YHN bmsl# h#l# hBt$ f{ä ykbr nbRÝÝ
kg!z@ b`§ t§§ð b>¬
m_è Xs# y¸ñRÆTN
xgR wr‰T
kxgLU×c$M Bz#ãc$ ät$ÝÝ (100 )
In a certain country there was a man who was very rich among the people
in the country.
He was absolutely rich: with suits made of gold and silver, has male and
female servants, ox and cow, sheep and goat, horses and mule, donkey and
camel, etc....
After some time an epidemic that spurt in the country he was living killed
most of his servants. (100)
The man introduced with all the abundance is seen facing problems owing to the
epidemic. The initiating event that helps to activate the story to start appears in the
stories of most of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam.
4-3-2-2 Prayer
A personage, who is dedicated and believes in the role of the intercession of
Virgin Mary, prays to her to seek help when facing disaster. The Personage could
also be one that doesn't believe in Christianity but prays to be salvaged form the
ensuing danger.
Miracle 278th is about a tailor called Hiśor who used to sew garments for
holy relics and monks in the monastery of Aba Samuel. An Arab visited the
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monastery while he was passing by. Sitting by Hiśor, the Arab stole scissors.
Then, Hiśor prayed to St. Mary so that he could get it back.

bz!ÃM g!z@ tn|è wd b@tKRStEÃN gÆÂ XM§KN kwldC
bDNUl@ |U bDNUl@ nFS k[ÂC kKBRT Xmb@¬CN |:L
ðT ömÝÝ
kz!ÃM bz!H mqS MKNÃT txM‰T>N ÆTgL+ mLs>M
wd XË Æ¬gb!LŸ lNêy QDút$M çn lmn÷út$ LBS
XNd¥LsÍÂ bz!H dBR XSk ?Ywt&& zmN DrS XNd¥Lqm_
µNcE ytwld x!ys#S KRSèS XGz!xB/@R ?ÃW nW BlÖ xlqsÝÝ
(278)
During that time he went to a church and stood before the portrait of Our
Honored Lady who begot the Lord and remained virgin in flesh and soul.
Then, he said "If you are not demonstrating your miracle and retrieve the
scissors , I won't tailor the garments for the holy relics and the monks; and I
would not live in this monastery till the end of my life and cried out, "Jesus
Christ! who was born from you is eternal''. (178)
Hiśor's prayer to get the lost scissors is resolutely addressed to St. Mary because
he knew she would do a miracle. Prayer by personage in stories is a repeated
action.
4-3-2-3 Revelation
Revelation is one of the actions narrated repeatedly in the stores of
Tä'amm∂rä Maryam. This action takes place to instruct or say words of reproach to
the receiver of the miracle. It is by appearing physically or by appearing in dream
shown by the portrait in dream or from the sign the portrait of Virgin Mary is
showing.
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A person who was negligent of the principle of Christianity became sick and
couldn't get remedy from traditional healers. Then, he made a feast in the name of
St. Mary so that She could heal him.
xM§KN ywldC Xmb@¬CNM b‰XY tgLÚ xNt sW XSk ²Ê
ÆlW zmNH útWqŸ bkNt$ ñrH nbR xh#N GN mk‰ bdrs
g!z@ xWQ,Ÿ xlCWÝÝ (236)
Our Lady who begot the Lord revealed to him in vision and said unto him,
''You lived all your life in vain without knowing me, however, now you
come to me when disaster befalls upon you ''. (236)
Even if she would heal the sickness at a later part of the story, in this part of the
revelation St. Mary reproached him.
4-3-3-4 Miracle
The miracle is the core of the stories and found in all of them. The miracles
vary according to the need of the personage or the performer of the Miracle, St.
Mary. In some stories the revelation of St. Mary could be a miracle given that the
personage is in need of seeing her, and at other times it could serve as a prelude
to the performance of another miracle.

bz!ÃM g!z@ Ã yNg#| LJ kXNQLû XNd¸nÜ sW f_ñ tnœÂ
ytzUbTN DNUY xglÆBõ b§Yê §Y tqm-ÝÝ (75)
During that time, the son of the king raised as if he was waking up from
sleep and turned over the stone put on top of him, and sat on it. (75)

King Tebarios besought Virgin Mary to raise his son from death. After Her prayer
to God by standing before the grave of the deceased, the prince came to life. The
Virgin Mary performed this miracle during her lifetime.
4-3-3-5 Commemoration
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Those personages who got deliverance celebrate the commemoration of St.
Mary with lavish feasts. The observance of the holiday of Virgin Mary would be
either every month or annually.
ÃM bz!Ã Ng#| fN¬ yng\ LJ bs§M XSµrf DrS
Xmb@¬CNN bF[#M Lb#ÂW XÃglg§T byw„M m¬sb!ÃêN
s!ÃdRG ñrÝÝ (312)
That lad who crowned on behalf of the king served Our Lady with all his
heart and he lived by commemorating Her holiday every month until he
passed away peacefully. (312)
4-3-2-6 Punishment
Punishment in the stories could be bodily or eternally. Those who disobeyed
the law of God in thought, in words or actions would be punished in their life to
repent. If persisted on after this kind of punishment, they would be condemned to
hell.
Xn!Ã wNbìCM Xk#l@èc$ Ä!Ä çn# Xk#l@èc$M xXMéxcWN
x_tW -û Xk#l@èc$M ›YÂcWN ¹#Ñ XÃwÈ ÈlW ÝÝ (165)
Some of the brigands became dumb, some went crazy and the official
pricked out the eyes of some others.( 165)
Inspite of the warning by the guard of the church, the brigands persisted in looting
holy relics. Then, they were tracked down and punished by the governor of the
region where they were trying to hide the loot.
4-2-2-7 Publicity
The personages made public the miracles done for them. The miracles
done in favor of them motivated them to make public what they experienced.
Then, others would believe in the magnanimity of God and the exalted position St.
Mary has before God.
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kz!ÃM nÄÃn#NÂ CGr®c$N DçCNÂ bz!ÃM y¸ñ„ yhg„N sãC
-„Â YHN DNQ txMR ng‰cWÝÝ (312)
Then, they summoned beggars, the poor and the people residing in that
country and told them this extraordinary miracle. (312)
4-2-2-8 Reward
It is frequent that righteous Christians join the Heaven or get eternal life.
Those who have not been living within the principles of Christianity, but repent and
cleansed from the sin with the intercession of the Virgin Mary would also be
rewarded eternal life.
ylmN,ŸN h#l# Xnç xDRg@L¦lh# XNGÄ!H wÄ!H h#lt¾ xTzN
kLdT b›L b“§ wdn@ XwSD¦lh# xlCWÝÝ
ÃM ?ÑM dS xlW ÝÝ
XNdtÂgrcWM xdrgClTÂ bFQR ;rfÝÝ (182)
"I have done all you have asked me" ;and said, "Don't be distressed from
now onwards. I will take you after Christmas".
That patient became happy.
She had done as she promised and he passed away with affection. (182)
The bishop whose days were numbered because of a sickness prayed to Virgin
Mary to help him to visit Jerusalem. She heard his prayer and scheduled to take
him to the heavenly Jerusalem.

He was rewarded according to her promise

because of the good deed he had accomplished during his life on earth.
4-2-2-9-Exhortation
Exhortation is off the story; it is an address to the audience about the
significance of the story to the laity. Every one who hears or reads the stories is
persuaded to believe in the role St. Mary plays as a mediator. The reader or the
hearer would be preached to exalt her in his/her life to get help and remain
steadfast within the principle of Christianity.
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kz!H `§ð -ð k¸çN ›lM kMÂgßW gNzB sl Xmb@¬CN SM
lnÄÃN lCGr®C M{êTN XÂDRG ÝÝ (305)
Let's give alms to beggars and the needy in the name of our Lady from what
we earn while we are living on this transient world. (305)
The above nine repeating events are evident in most of the stories of the text.
They help to see the focus and motives of the stories. Let us pass to the iterative
form of narrative frequency, which is quite opposite to the above-discussed
repetitive narrative.
4-3-3 Iterative
In stories of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam where a single utterance takes up more than
two occurrences is not uniformly found. Among the stories about the prophecies of
Virgin Mary iterative narration is rare. This is because of the preoccupation of the
narratives in this group to the interpretation of symbols and signs from stories of
the Old Testament. It is also justifiable that the subjects of the miracles
(interpretations) are often St. Mary and Jesus Christ that they are prominent
figures. Their prominence doesn't call for an iterative narration. The profiles of
personages that took part in the story are also told from the general perspective,
without concentrating on the particular issue. This prevents the use of iterative
narrative, which shows the devotion (like he prays seven times a day) or defiance
(he despises Christians when ever he meets them) of the personage. For instance
the 5th story in the text is about the ladder Jacob had seen in his dream. The
ladder made of gold is placed on the ground and its top reaches heaven. It is
interpreted as Virgin Mary - connecting man and God. There is no description of
the extent of Jacob's dedication to God. Instead, it swiftly provides summary that
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Isaac was blessed after the death of Abraham. God reveled to Jacob, the son of
Isaac blessed as well as instructed him to go to the land of his mother's father to
seek a wife. The Great promises God had given to his grandfather, Abraham and
his father Isaac and to himself (Jacob) could be told in an iterative way.
The stories after the birth as well as ascension of the Virgin contain iterative
narrative fairly enough, which is informative on the personages and situations in
the story.

bwR~ _R b¦Ã xND qN Bz# ?ZB ymb@¬CNN b›L l¥KbR ymMH‰N
yxÆ ðQõRÂ ÃÆè¥SNM m¬sb!Ã l¥DrG Ysbsb# nbRÝÝ (195)
On T'∂r∗ 21 a lot of people used to gather to celebrate the feast of the rest of Our Lady
and to pay homage to the teachers Aba Fiktor and Aba Thomas.(195)

The gathering of the people on T'∂r 21 was repeated indefinitely in the past. It is
indefinite because it could be for two, three, fifteen or twenty years. This
indefiniteness in iterative narrative does not prevent from its being informative as
well as setting an initiating event by describing the extent the personage is
dedicated.
There are also cases where iterative narrative tends to be definite as in 223rd
miracle.
bF[#M Lb#Â bm¬mN XM§KN ywldC bDNUl@ |U bDNUl@ nFS y[ÂC KBRT
Xmb@¬CNN y¸wD xND sW nbrÝÝ h#Lg!z@M bm›LTÂ bl@l!T XJ YnœT nbr (223)

There was a man who loved our honored Lady who begot the Lord and
remained Virgin in flesh and soul.
∗

the month of January,
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He used to genuflect in honor of Her day and night. (223)
The extract exemplifies the iterative narrative, which has determinate time to
demonstrate the extent of the dedication of the personage to the love of Virgin
Mary. The recurrences of events divided from 'used to' to sub parts 'day and night'.
This sub-series event magnifies the dedication of the personage. On the other
hand, the iteration of the occurrences could also be meant to show the degree of
disobedience of the personage.
The synthesis of events (iterative) that tells repeated actions in one narration
tend to overlap with accelerated narration that summarizes events that occur for a
protracted time in its purpose. Both the iterative and accelerated narration provide
background information about the personages and situations before the stories
begin.
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V
Conclusion
The miraculous stories of Virgin Mary made their ways to Ethiopia from
medieval Christendom and translated into the G∂'∂z language. Local Stories
attributed to the Virgin Mary were also added to the corpus. The stories are
common among the laity of EOC. In the forgoing discussion we have seen that the
miracles were grouped in to prophecies of the birth of St. Mary, miracles during
Her life on earth and miracles after Her ascension. This grouping is based on the
definable relation between miracles and their manifestations.
As narrative time is one of the basic constituents of the techniques of
narrative discourse, this study attempted to describe the relation of story time and
narrative time in Tä'amm∂rä Maryam. The stories of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam are
presented chronologically as they happen. Accordingly, it is unlikely to find
analepsis and prolepsis in the stories. These is one of the narrative feature that
make Tä'amm∂rä Maryam different from other form of narrative and similar with
folktale.
As far as the duration or pace of the story is concerned, scenic presentation
is usually apparent when the personage is praying and the Virgin Mary is
responding to his/her prayer to prescribe what the subject should do by meeting
bodily, in dream or in vision. On the other hand, accelerated narration is at the
expository part and at the end of the stories. In the group of stories about the
prophecies, acceleration dominates. Pausing of the narration is not common in the
stories of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam except the stopping of the story to describe the two
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fold virginity of St. Mary and Her intermediary role between man and God. Ellipsis
is not also there. This could be because the stories start at a desired episode. In
general, the pace /duration/ of the story would be summed as follows.
Scenic = prayer and prescription
Acceleration = background
Pause = description of St. Mary
Ellipsis = none
As regards frequency the study explored singulative, repetitive and iterative
actions. Singulative telling is regular in the stories of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam with the
exception of events that appear in some stories to serve as emphases. On the
other hand, repetitive narration is absent in the corpus; this is when the stories are
seen individually. However, considered as whole initiating events, prayer,
revelation, miracle, commemoration, punishment, publicity, reward and exhortation
are recurrent. The iterative telling is absent in the group of the miracles about
prophecies. In the rest two groups (miracles during Her existence and after
ascension) summarizing repetitive events in to a single utterance is common. The
iteration is recurrent in the orientation part of the stories. Thus frequency could be
shown as:
Singulative = all events
Repetitive = none when individual stories are seen and nine main recurring
events when the stories of the text are considered as a whole.
Iterative = background /orientation/
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The results of the description of narrative time sorted out so far refer generally to a
single episode structured as a story and meant to win the hearts of the laity to the
love of St. Mary. It is within this convention (the time structure) that the stories
made to appear what they are. Genette quoted Christian Metz as saying that '' one
of the functions of narrative is to invent one time scheme in terms of another time
scheme" (1980 :33). The time scheme made conventional for Tä'amm∂rä Maryam
at least for over five centuries is also current today and will most probably,
continue as it is. When extending the narrative function beyond invention, the
narrative time scheme in the text entails moralizing and evangelizing purposes.
The attempts made to describe, the arrangement of events, duration and the
frequency of the events in the stories of miracles help us to learn how the
narratives are systematized to bring about the mentioned effect. The result of the
examination into order, duration and frequency of Tä'amm∂rä Maryam would help
to further examine other features of the text. It could be also possible to see the
result of this analysis of narrative time to folktale.
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Annex
Ten stories appended below are representatives of the three categories of the stories in the
Ta'amire Mariam among which few are stories those qouted for demonstration in the
analysis.
„O^m m„OZ
¤–hk iX–¢ †Miöou}} iZg
M\FG „O]G †}ª¤p
1 LmÂê KB… b¾ lzl›lM bWnT
YdRBNÂ
xM§KN ywldC bDNUl@
|U bDNUl@ nFS y]ÂC yKBRT
Xmb@¬CN txMR YH nWÝÝ
2 xBr¦M kät b“§ XGz!xBÿR
L°
YS/QN
ÆrkW
k:l¬T
bxNd¾W qN l@l!TM XGz!xB/@R
tgl[lTÂ
Xn@
yxÆTH
yxBr¦M
xM§K
kxNt
UR
nŸÂ
xTF‰
XÆRk¦lh# SlÆ¶Ãü SlxBr¦M zRHN
xb²lh# xlWÝÝ
3 lYS/QM Ã:öB y¸ÆL LJ
nbrWÝÝ
4 k:l¬T bXNd¾W qN YS/¦Q
ÃöBN -‰WÂ tnStH wd XÂTH
xÆT wd Æt$x@L b@T bh#lt$ wNøC
mµkL £D kz!ÃM kXÂTH wNDM
k§Æ s@èC LíC ¸ST xGÆÝÝ
5 h#l#N y¸CL xM§K YktLH lBz#
?ZB g#Æx@ TçN zND YÆRKH ÃB²H
XGz!xB/@R lxB‰¦M ysÈTN Sdt¾
çnH ytqm_kÆTN ÃCN MDR TwRS
zND
lxNtÂ
lzRHM
yxBr¦MN
brkT YS_H BlÖ ÆrkWÝÝ
6 Ã:öBM yxÆt$NÂ yXÂt$N brkT
tqBlÖ ÿd s!ÿDM WlÖ kxND ï¬
s!dRS ]/Y -LÜ nbRÂ kz!Ã xdr
kz!ÃM lT‰S y¸çN DNUY fL¯
DNU†N tNtRî t¾ÝÝ
7 Ã:öBM l@l!T b?LÑ ywRQ
ms§L ttK§ kMDR XSk s¥Y dRú
yXGz!xBÿR
m§XKT
s!w-#ÆT
s!wRÇÆT z#ÍN b§Yê tzRGè bz!Ã
§Y Ng#S tqMõÆT xyÝÝ
8 XGz!xBÿRM Ã:öBN yxÆèCH
yxBr¦MÂ
yYs/Q
xM§K
Xn@
XGz!xB/@R nŸ xTF‰ YHCN xNt
yt¾HÆTN MDR lxNtÂ lzRH h#l#
XsÈlh#ÝÝ

9 zRHM XNd Æ?R x¹ê Yb²L XSk
M:‰BÂ MS‰Q XSk s»NÂ db#B DrS
TSÍÍlH yMDRM x?²B h#l# bxNtÂ
bzRH YÆrµl#ÝÝ
10 ¦CuO ˆO¬Z †\ˆ \N¦ ¨Z]
¤¡Bp ¡Zg M\FG iíEð •EO}
ENª} ˆ^’ ˆ^µ’ Sµ ˆ{Ö^’ {Ö^
{^rø \ð †D} ˜}¬ ¡MUº‰üp
ˆ„kXŠC ¡OpˆÑG G²C O]Eö |p::
11 Xnç xh#NM Xn@ kxNt UR nŸ
bMTÿDbT
mngD
h#l#
X-BQ¦lh#
yngRh#HN h#l# XSµdRGLH DrS kè
xLtWHM xlWÝÝ
12 Y:öBM kXNQLû bnÜ g!z@ bWnT
XGz!xB/@R kz!h xl Xn@ x§wQh#M nbRÝÝ
13 XNdz!h#M YH SF‰ MN¾ ÃSf‰
bz!H ï¬ XGz!xB/@R kz!H xl Xn@ GN
x§wQh#M YH |F‰ MN¾ ÃSf‰ ys¥Y
dJ nWÂ xlÝÝ
14 bnUM g!z@ Ã:öB ¥Lì tnúÂ
tNtRîT ynbrWN DNUY /WLT xDR¯
xömWÂ YH lm¬sb!Ã
ÃöMk#T
/WLT yXGz!xBÿR ¥dRÃW Yh#N BlÖ
-‰WÝÝ
15 b@t&L ¥lT yXGz!xB/@R b@T ¥lT
nWÂÝÝ
16 kz!HM b“§ Ã:öB XGz!xB/@R kXn@
UR b!çN bMÿDÆTM bz!C mNgD b!BqŸ wd xÆt& b@TM bs§MÂ b-@Â
b!mLsŸ XGz!xB/@R xM§k@ YçNL¾LÝÝ
17 XNdz!h#M YH lm¬sb!Ã ÃöMk#T
/WLT yXGz!xB/@R
¥d¶Ã YçÂL
ks-ŸM h#l# k›|R xNÇN XJ ›|‰T
xDRg@ lxNt XsÈlh# s!L lXGz!xB/@R
S:lT túlÝÝ
18 Ã:öB tsì kÿdbT xgR wd
twldÆT wd xÆt$ xgR tmLî s!ÿD
yXGz!xB/@R m§xKT tgÂß#T ÆÃcWM
g!z@ Xnz!H yXGz!xBÿR m§XKT ÂcW
xlÝÝ
19 Ã:öBM bmNgD µdrbT ï¬ xND
¯L¥ú sW s!¬glW xdrÝÝ
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20 ¯L¥úWM XNÄ§¹nfW Æy g!z@
y+n#N ¹#LÄ nµW bz!HM g!z@ Ã:öB
y+n# ¹LÄ dnzzÝÝ
21 ¯L¥úWM Ã:öBN l@l!t$ l!nUU
s¥† xq§LaLÂ LqqŸ xlW Ã:öB
GN µLÆrK,Ÿ xlQHM xlWÝÝ
22 ¯l¥úWM sW SmH ¥nW BlÖ
b-yqW g!z@ S» Ã:öB nW xlWÝÝ
23 ¯L¥úWM kXNGÄ!H wÄ!H SMH
XS‰x@L
YÆL XNJ Ã:öB xYÆL
XGz!xB/@RM
ksWM
UR
¬GlH
x¹Âð çn¦LÂ xlWÝÝ
24 Ã:öBM SMH ¥nW NgrŸ BlÖ
b!-YqW XRs#M s»N lMN TYÜlH S» DNQ nWÂ
BlÖ bz!ÃN
g!z@ ÆrkWÝÝ
25 Ã:öBM XGz!xB/@RN ðT lðT
S§yWÂ Sl¬glW
lxÆèc&
tsÍ
XNdsÈcW yXGz!xB/@R kn@ wgN
mçN trUg-LŸ
BlÖ Slz!H ÃN
|F‰
XGz!xB/@R tgl-bT sWÂ
XGz!xB/@R bGL} ytgÂß#bT
ï¬
wYM |F‰ BlÖ symWÝÝ
26 YXGz!xB/@RM ‰XY bxlf g!z@
]/Y wÈCbT
Xs# GN y+n# |R
bmnµt$ MKNÃT ÃnKS nbRÝÝ
27 Slz!HM yXS‰x@L wgñC yçn#
h#l# XSk ²Ê DrS ywRC œU wYM
¹#LÄN |U xYbl#M yÃ:öBN +N
Yø ywRc$N ¹#LÄ xdnZø¬LÂ¿Ý
28 wNDäc& çY yxM§K LJ sW
ymçn# ngR dr© bdr© mMÈt$NÂ
kz!H kÃ:öB wgN sW ymçn#N ÃyqW
zND
XGz!xBÿR
Ã:öBN
XNd¬glW tmLkt$ÝÝ
29 yxB xµ§êE ÜL k|Uê |U
knFSê nFS
nSè sW yçn bXWnT
wlt XS‰x@L ytÆlC Xmb@¬CN
DNGL ¥RÃM kXs# xB‰K yMTkfL
mçn#N s!ÃSrÄW kXNGÄ!H wÄ!H SMH
XS‰x@L YÆL XN©! ÃXöB xYÆL ÆlÖ
ysymWN xM§µêE SÃ» xStWl#ÝÝ
30 YH h#l# ytngrW TNb!T ytsW tSÍ xM§KN bwldc bXmb@¬CN
bQDST DNGL ¥RÃM Yf[M zND
xlWÂÝÝ
31 LmÂê KB… lzl›lÑ bXWnT
YdRBNÝÝ

x|‰ ƒSt¾ txMR

1 LmÂê KB… b¾ lzl›lM bWnT
YdRBNÂ xM§KN ywldC bDNUl@ |U
bDNUl@ nFS y]ÂC yKBRT Xmb@¬CN
txMR YH nWÝÝ
2 kµHÂT wgN yMTçN ˆÂ yMTÆL
¸ST ÃgÆ x!Ãq&M y¸ÆL kngd Yh#Ä
ytwld xND sW nbrÝÝ
3
h#lt$M
XGz!xB/@RN
y¸wÇ
XGz!xB/@R xSqDä ymrÈcW dU¯C
nb„ XGz!xB/@RM
b\‰W ?G ]NtW
Yñ„ nbRÝÝ
4 ¸St$ GN mKÂ TñR nbR LJM
SLnb‰cW xZnW tKzW Yñ„ nbR ÝÝ
:lT :lT wd b@t XGz!xBÿR XyÿÇ
LJ
YsÈcW
zND
b~zN
bLQî
LmÂcWN wd XGz!xB/@R ÃqRb# nbR
kgNzÆcWM
kFlW
lDçC
lÛM
xÄ¶ãCÂ lb@t XGz!xB/@R Ys-# nbRÝÝ
5
XGz!xB/@R
LJ
bmS-T
LmÂcWN Yqb§cW zND YdrGLÂL
b¥lT tSÍ ]NtW Yñ„ nbRÝÝ
6 k:l¬T ÆND qN ˆÂ ¸St$Â
XÃq&M w_tW wd tKL ï¬ gb#ÝÝ
7 q$mWM s![L† RGïC s!Åwt$
xYtW LJ Sll@§cW f{mW xzn#
k`zÂcWM B²T ytnœ :NQLF :NQLF
x§cWÂ bz!Ã _qET ;rûÝÝ
8 kz!ÃM ˆÂ b‰XY bÆ§* bx!Ãq&M XJ
XNdtÃzC ÃCM bTR xBÆ xFR¬
xyCÝÝ
9 h#lt¾M Xs# bˆÂ XJ kFÊ h#l#
y¸mSlW yl@l y¸ÈF_ mLµM FÊ
tYø xyÝÝ
10 kXNQLÍcWM bnq$ g!z@ dS x§cW
Æ‰XÃcWM Sl x†T ngR XRS bRúcW
tnUg„ XGz!xB/@RNM xmsgn#TÝÝ
11 kz!ÃM b“§ FÜD XGZ!XB/@R
YH#N BlW wd b@¬cW gb#ÝÝ
12 kz!M b“§ ˆÂ
]nsC }Nú*M
¬wq
ys-kŸNM
LJ
lXGz!xB/@R
túlCÝÝ
13 h#L g!z@ bòM b]lÖT
twSÂ
bF[#M dS¬ ldçCÂ lÖõM xÄ¶ãC
M{êTN STs_ ñrCÝÝ
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14 YHN h#l# S§drglŸ fN¬
lxGz!xB/@R MN wé¬ XkF§lh# B§
bLÆ* xsbC lm|ê:T y¥YçnWNM
MGB h#l# kmB§T TklkL nbR
SGdTNM ¬b² nbR ysÈTNM YBQ§T zND wd XGz!xB/@R LmÂN
xb²CÝÝ
15 kSDST wRM b“§ yˆÂ }Nú*
¬wq yú* zmìC yÆ§*M zmìC bsÑ
g!z@ wd XSê m_tW y?ÉNnT> zmN
µlf b“§ §NC ytdrg YH yMNs¥W
ngR MNDN nW x§*T
m}NSêNM
YrÇ zND ¥~]•N Äss#ÝÝ
16 ›Y• y¬wr kKBRT ˆÂ XÂT
zmìC wgN yxRúÆN LJ yMTçN
xNÄ!T s@T nbrC MN MN ú¬WQ
›Y•N bÄssC g!z@ f_Â ÄnC B}:T
ˆÂNM ˆÂ çY B}›N YgÆšL xlÒT
›lM ktf-r jMé XNÄNC b¥~]n#
yXW‰N ›YN y¸Ãb‰ ylMÂÝÝ
17 zmì—M sgÇ§T B}:T ˆÂ
µ_b!!Ã ÷÷B ]/Y XNÄ!kBR bns# §Y
ykbrC çnCÝÝ
18
ZÂêM
byhg„
h#l#
ts¥
DWÃNN
h#l#
?Ñ¥NNM
h#l#
Xym-# ¥~]•N XyÄss# Yfws# nbR
sãCM
h#l# b¥~]Nê
úl ?ÑM
yfws btwld g!z@M MN ;YnT
¬M‰T ÃdRG YçN xl#ÝÝ
19 yXS‰x@LM LíC YHN ngR
bsÑ g!z@ tsBSbW Slz!H ngr MN
XN§lN
Xnç
x!Ãq&MÂ
ˆÂ
bXS‰x@L mNGST tnœ\#
ˆÂ ]Nú
úlC b¥~]Nê ¬DÂlC b¾ §Y
LtnG| xYdlMN xl#ÝÝ
20 kúcWM xNÇ YH ÃSdNÜC“LN
Ñs@ XNdÉfW
bdNg!Ã
wGrN
XNgD§cW zND n# x§cWÂ
h#l#M
tqÈ-„ÝÝ
21 mNfq ll@TM bçn g!z@ SÑ
gBRx@L y¸ÆL ml›K ks¥Y wRì
bzmD ykb‰Ch# x!Ãq&MÂ ˆÂ çY
kz!H tn\# x§cWÂ l!ÆñS wd¸ÆL
t‰‰ wsÄcWÝÝ
22 bz!ÃM
kxÄM jMé
XSk
Xmb@¬CN
LdT DrS TNb!T
ktngrlT bSDú sDSt¾W yTWLD
/rG
bx‰t¾W
KFl
zmN
Xmb@¬CN twldCÝÝ

23 bz!HM :lT bL† L† Múl@ bnb!ÃT
xNdbT s!ngR ymÈW TNb!TÂ lqdÑ
xÆèC ytsÈcW tSÍ tf]mÝÝ
24 bÆH¶ÃCN [Nè ynbr mRgm |U
mRgm nFS -Í tšr b/@êN MKNÃT
ytzUW ygnT bRM N}?TÂ
KBRT
bMTçN bÄêET LJ
BdNGL ¥RÃM
tkftLNÝÝ
Sú sÆt¾ txMR
†Miöou} ¡„}ªóp \öp ¡oU •¦|þ}
†}¨„iXuFp
1GM|’ Škå E˜E•EMð i–ð{p
¦¨Zk}| „OFˆ} ¡E¨u i¬}µEö
Sµ i¬}µEö {Ö^ ¡Í|u ŠkZp
†Miöou} ¤¨U´uð m„OZ ¦C
{ð::
2 ytmsgnCÂ kF kF ÃlC xM§KN
ywldC bDNUl@ |U bDNUl@ nFS y]ÂC
KBRT Xmb@¬CN xM§KN bwldCbT
ï¬ bb@t L/@M XÃlCÝÝ
3 bz!Y yqŸ ›Y•N Un@N Ãúw‰T
bF]#M ytcgrC yt=nqC xNÄ!T s@T
mÈCÝÝ
4 ÃCM s@T YQR ÆY yMTçN xM§KN
ywldC bDNUl@ |U bDNUl@ nFS y]ÂC
kKBRT Xmb@¬CN ðT bdrsC g!z Ý@
5 xM§KN ywlD> Xmb@t& ¥RÃM xB
yÆrk> wLD yg@Tnt$ xÄ‰> Ãdrg>
mNfS QÇS ÃdrB> çY kz!H Hm»
fW>Ÿ YQRM bYŸ YHCN xNÄ!aN yqŸ
xYn@N
xB¶LŸÂ
kG‰
›Yn@
UR
xStµKYLŸ XÃlC yb@t L/@M sãC
bÑl# XSk¸sàT DRS Xytf©jC
b¬§Q ô,CÝÝ
6 bz!HM g!z@ Xmb@¬CN Œ,aN
s¥C
xStWlM
b:lt$
LmÂêN
tqblCÝÝ
7 bz!CM s›T KBRT Xmb@¬CN
XJêN b¬wrW yqŸ xY• §Y ÅnCWÝÝ
8 XJêNM b›Y• §Y bÅnCÆT g!z@
f{¥ ÄnC XNdl@§WM sW h#l# BR¦N
l¥yT ÒlCÝÝ
9 bb@t L/@M y¸ñ„ sãC h#l# yz!CN
s@T ›YN mÄNÂ ¥yT mÒl#NM
btmlkt$ g!z@ yh#l# g@¬ y¸çN
bXGz!xB/@@RÂ yYQR¬
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ycRnT mg¾ yçnC bw§J XÂt$
bXmb@¬CN DNGL ¥RÃM xmn#ÝÝ
10 Xnç xM§KN ywldC bDNUl@
|U bDNUl@ nFS y[ÂC yKBRT
Xmb@¬CN XRÄ¬ê byg!z@WÂ bys›t$
bBz#ãC wgN bnb!ÃTÂ b/êRÃT
bÚDÜNÂ
bs¥:¬T
bDNGLÂ
bmn÷úTM zND Yg¾LÂÝÝ
11 LmÂê KB… lzl›lÑ b:WnT
YdRBNÝÝ
mè¾ t›MR
†Miöou} iÖ mM^F †]n}
iŠ}×rþ †}ª¸Ôuð
1 LmÂê KB… lzl›lÑ b:WnT
YdRBNÂ xM§kN
ywldC bDNUl@
|U bDNUl@ nFS y]ÂC KBRT
Xmb@¬CN ÃdrgCW txMR YH nWÝÝ
2 bxNÄ!T xgR xND sW nbr YHM
sW bz!ÃC xgR k¸ñ„ sãC h#l#
XJG bÈM hb¬M nbRÝÝ
3 bwRQÂ bBR by›Yn¬cW ykb„
LBîC bwND xgLUYÂ bs@T xgLUY
bbÊÂ b§M bbGÂ bFyL bfrSÂ
bbQlÖ bxHÃÂ bGmL
YHN bmsl#
h#l# hBt$ f}ä ykbr nbRÝÝ
4 kz!Ã b“§ t§§ð b>¬ m_è Xs#
y¸ñRbTN xgR wr‰T kxgL×c$M
Bz#ãc$ ät$ÝÝ
5 i˜ôCO OŠ}¤p oFg y˜}
¨U\ip ¦Ge}O ˆ˜ôC ibo †\ð}|
iöm\ið} o¬{ð ˜}¬ „OFŠ}
¡E¨u ¨ †Miöou} ¨ g¬^p
¬}¶G NZ¤O MNE¨ ®MU::
6 y¸¥LÄ*TN
h#l#
LmÂcWN
cL úTL f_Â s¥CWÝÝ
7 k:l¬T bxND qN y?NÉê q$mT
bÈM kFt¾ yçn bmLµM |‰
y¬n]C
b@tKRStEÃN
xy
bb@tKRStEÃn!t$
bSt MS‰Q bqŸ
bk#L ÆlW ¥:kL mS÷T nbrÝÝ
8
kb@tKRStEÃ•
bStWS_
ym²nb!Ã È‰Â bStW+ bk#L ÆlW
mS÷T ðT lðT XúT s!nD ¬yÝÝ

9 „OFŠ} ¡E¨u †Miöou}
g¬^p ¬}¶G NZ¤O ˆZ¶k
¡Oo}^ MG‰ü \N¤’õ iNóM^G
iÖ „O]G ˆ˜ô¤u M^‹p

ºo ¤} †]p iŠ}Ôþ ‰¸Ôuð
iíF mMG] ¨M^‹n ´ju::
10 ÄGm¾M xSqDä b¬ybT ï¬ Ã
XúT XNdgÂ s!nD ¬yÝÝ
11 xh#NM YHcE wF kmS÷t$ w_¬
bKNÐ -F¬
ÃN XúT XNdqDä xÐCWÝÝ
12 kz!H b`§ ÃC wF kmS÷t$ wrdC
mLµ*M k‰ú* XSk wgÆ* DrS n+ çnÝÝ
13 bz!ÃN g!z@ xND sW kwÄíc$ UR
bÆl[UW x-gB öä
nbRÂ ÃCN wF
ÃY zND wd Xú* ÿdÝÝ
14 ¨ÔþO B÷− i¨U\ ´ô˜ö ¦Cu Ö
m\Uu jEÈµðO †}ªóC iÖ „O]G
¡m´EÈuEp ¦O ¡o¡uð „OFŠ}
¡E¨u †Miöou} g¬^p ¬}¶G
NZ¤O †}¨D{u „d::
15 ÄGm¾M yz!Ã XúT bwÐ KNF
t[Fè
m_ÍT yb>¬W m_ÍT
XNdçn trÄÝÝ
16 kz!ÃM b`§ Ã Æl[U knb@tsb# YH
Kû b>¬ úÃgßW trfÝÝ
17 kKû |‰ h#l# xÄŸ yMTçNÂ lsW
LíC km‰‰ äT m¹¹g!Ã wYM mg!Ã TçN zND Xú*N ys- yXGz!xBÿRN
LJ
ÃlzR›
bXs!
kú*
ytwld
XGz!xBÿRN f{ä xmsgnÝÝ
18 LmÂê KB…M lzL›lÑ bXWnT
YdRBNÝÝ
mè ¦Ã ƒSt¾ txMR
^EdÃ−g¤ð jEÈµ G²
1 GM|’ Škå E˜E•EMð i–ð{p
¦¨Zk}| „OFˆ} ¡E¨u i¬}µEö
Sµ i¬}µEö {Ö^ ¡Í|u ŠkZp
†Miöou} ¤¨U´uð m„OZ ¦C
{ð::
2 q’ìQÃ bMTÆL xgR xND Æl[U
sW nbR ls#M y¸wdW xND LJ BÒ
nbrWÝÝ
3 ÃM y¸wdW L° bkÆD b>¬ ¬ä
ätÂ bxÆt$ §Y kÆD ~zN drsbTÝÝ
4 xÆt$ GN kFQ„ B²T ytnú
YqB„T zND xLwddMÝÝ nR GN
xgLUãc$ xSKÊn#N bxLU t¹KmW
xM§KN ywldC wd Xmb@¬CN b@t
KRStEÃN YwSÇT zND xzz XN©!ÝÝ
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5 bz!HM g!z@ xÆt$ XNÄ!H XÃl
YôH nbR ys@èC h#l# NG|T

xM§KN
ywlD>
Xmb@t&
çY
yM?rT mg¾ yMTçŸ b²ÊW :lT
y¥qRBL>N LmÂüNÂ ]lÖt&N S¸
LËN käT ÃsnúLŸ zND wd xND
LJ> lMŸLŸÝÝ
6 bx¥§JnT> LËN XNDÃSnúLŸ
LJ>N
TlMŸW
zND
y¸ÒL>
mh#n#N Xn@ f{» -NQqq& xWÜlh#ÂÝÝ
7YH µLçn bLb@ WS_ ÃlW
y¸ÃÜ_L ~zN xÜ_lÖ¾LÂ Xn@N
f_ñ YWsdŸ XÃl bmrr ~zN
lmÂTÝÝ
8 xÆt$M :NÆW bx‰t$ ¥:zN
Xywrd m¶R bçn ~zN XNÄ!H XÃl
b¸[LYbT
g!z@
yL°
xSkÊN
bXmb@¬CN
|:L ðT
tzRGè
nbRÝÝ
9 bz!ÃN g!z@M yL° xYñC GL_L_
BlW xb„Â
tnSè ksãc$ UR
tqmbTKKl¾
mNfS
çñ
btÈ‰ xnUgR
bql-f xNdbT
mnUgR jmrÝÝ
10 bz!HM g!z@ bz!Ã ytsbsbW ?ZB
h#l# N{?T DNGL bMTçN bXÂt$
XJ YHNN txMR Ãdrg XGz!xB/@R
YKbR YmSgN
XÃl#
xsMtW
tÂg„ÝÝ
11 bz!ÃM g!z@ yL° xÆTÂ XÂT
f{mW tdst$ lDçCÂ lCGr®CM
§-#Â ln-# h#l# Bz# gNzB Sõ¬
xdrg# ÝÝ
12 lz!CM b@t KRStEÃN kwRQ
yt\‰ N[#?Â {„Y y¸çN ywRQ
Ú?L s-#ÝÝ
13 kz!ÃM YHN h#l# b¯ txM‰T
ÃdrgC§cWN
Xmb@¬CNÂ
XGz!xB/@RN bF[#M MSUÂ XÃmsgn#
wd b@¬cW tmls#ÝÝ
14 LmÂê KB…M lzl›lÑ bWnT
YdRBNÝÝ
ƒST mè ¦Ã SDSt¾ txMR
^E¶kÎ’õ }´ñ^ _×[^
1 LmÂê KB… lzl›lÑ b:WnT
YdRBNÂ
xM§KN ywldC bDNUl@

|U
bDNUl@
nFS
y]ÂC
KBRT
Xmb@¬CN ÃdrgCW txMR YH nWÝÝ
2 bkFt¾ y‰S ?mM y¸sÜY îæéS
y¸ÆL xND yGB} Ng#s nbRÝÝ

3 k:l¬T bxNd¾W qN xM§KN
ywldC wd Xmb@¬CN b@tKRStEÃN
ÿdÂ k|:§* x-gB
öä XÃlqs
Xmb@t& çY kz!H {n#: y?mM ¥\¶Ã
FCŸ b¥lT [lyÝÝ
4 kz!M k|:§* |R ›rF XNÄl bz!ÃW
XNQLF
ÃzWÂ
t¾
bz!ÃN
g!z@M
Xmb@¬CN
XJêN zrUCÂ
‰s#N
ÄssCW kdê&WM f_ñ ÄnÝÝ
5 k:NQLûM bnÜ g!z@ f{ä dS
xlWÂ XGz!xB/@RN xmsgnWÝÝ xM§KN
ywldC
Xmb@¬CNNM
xmsgÂT
Slz!HM lb@tKRStEÃ•
Bz# wRQÂ BR
s-ÝÝ
6 LmÂê KB… lzl›lÑ b:WnT
YdRBNÝÝ
h#lT mè xRÆ sÆt¾ txMR
SlwNbÁW qE‰S
1 GM|’ Škå E˜E•EMð i–ð{p
¦¨Zk}| „OFˆ} ¡E¨u i¬}µEö
Sµ i¬}µEö {Ö^ ¡Í|u ŠkZp
†Miöou} ¤¨U´uð m„OZ ¦C
{ð::
2 kÇR wd ÇR kbr¦ wd br¦ kt‰‰
wd t‰‰ bL† L† ï¬ bqNÂ bl@l!T
Xytzêwr b»Ä bxW‰ ¯ÄÂM mNgD
b¥N¾WM
ï¬
h#l#
ÃgßWN
sW
y¸gDLÂ NBrt$N y¸q¥ wMbÁ g§tEÃ
b¸ÆL xND ¦Yl¾ sW nbRÝÝ
3 wÊM byxW‰©WÂ bhg„ h#l# ts¥
sãCM h#l# bÈM Yf„T nbRÝÝ
4 yz!ÃC xgR Ng#SM wÊW bdrsW
g!z@ XNÄ!H b¥lT xêJ xÂgr ¿
q¥¾WNÂ wNbÁW qE‰SN tk¬T§Ch#
Ãz#T bÃ²Ch#TM g!z@ GrûT wdn@M
xM-#T Yø ÃmÈLŸN sW X¹Lmêlh#
b¬§Q KBRM Xëmêlh#ÝÝ
5 i˜ô¤O ´ô˜ö ¡´Fmõ¤ \“u| ið^¹ýO
¡Nó~V ¡»Z „Ehu AðEð m\k^ið
}i«ð dõX^ ¨„Eip ˜Mn::
¡}´ñ^ ..G ŠiðZ {ð| ¤Eip}O lo
„}¨ jKZ ¨k ˆijüp ::
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6 wNbÁW qE‰SNM YzW wd Ng#\#
xdrs#TÂ Ng#\#M b:N+T §Y q$Lq$L
YsQl#T zND xzzÝÝ
7 Ã Kû wNbÁ qE‰S GN bmF‰TÂ
bmNq_q_ xM§KN ywlD> bDNUl@
|U bDNUl@ nFS
y[Â> KBRT Xmbb@t& çY
s§M
XLšlh# XÃl Y[LY nbRÝÝ
8 b:WnTM SM¹ bh#l# ï¬ y\l-n
nW XÃl b:N=T §Y tsQlÖ úl xND
g!z@M km[lY x§Ìr-M nbRÝÝ
9 Ng#\#M xNgt$N bsYF YöR-#T
zND xzzÝÝ
10 bz!ÃN g!z@
FRÇN Ã† zND
yNg#\# \‰êET mµ*NNTÂ múFNT
h#l# wd xdÆÆY w-#ÝÝ tsQlÖM œl
b?Ywt$ XNÄl xgß#TÝÝ
11 yNg#\#M w¬déC sYÍcWN
mzW õ‰cWN sBqW bsYÍcW
tftûT ï-‰cW -q-q$T ngR GN
l!gDl#T xLÒl#MÝÝ
12 ¯n#N XSk çÇ DrS lmsN-Q
lmQdD flg# ngR GN †õ„Â ysYû
SlT xLnµWM xLdfrWMÝÝ
13
bz!Ã
ytsbsbW
?ZBM
mµ*NNt$M f{mW xdnq$ÝÝ bDNgTM
Xz!Ã dRsW l¥yT ybq$TM h#l##
F[#M DNQ nW xl#ÝÝ
14 q¥¾WÂ wNbÁW qE‰SM Xm
Br¦N kn@ UR úlC y¸dFrŸ ylM
y¸ClŸM kè xYñRM x§cWÝÝ
15
Xnç
XSê
TkLl¾lCÂ
GRÍ¬Ch#Â q$ÈCh#N kn@ TmLsêlC
sWnt&NM
k|ÜÃCh#
w_mD
TsWrêlC x§cWÝÝ
16 +Féc$M YHN ngR bsÑ g!z@
ktsqlbT
XN=T
§Y
xWRdW
wdNg#\# yFRD xdÆÆY wsÇTÝÝ
17 Ng#\#M ksYFÂ kõR SlT
XNÁT XNdÄn x_Bö mrmrWÝÝ
18 wMbÁWM xM§KN ywldC
bDNUl@ |U bDNUl@ nFS y[ÂC
KBRT
xmb@¬CN
ÃdrgClTNÂ
kmQ\Ft$ XNdMN XNÄÄnCW lNg#s#
ngrWÝÝ
19 Ng#\#M wMbÁWÂ q¥¾W qE‰S
çY XNÁT ÄNK xlWÝÝ
20
wMbÁW
qE‰SM
xM§KN
ywldC bDNUl@ |U bDNUl@ nFS
y[ÂC
KBRT
Xmb@¬CNN
bLb@

bxØM XwÄ¬lh# \§M¬êNM h#L g!z@
by\›t$Â byg!z@W x§s¬g#LM xlWÝÝ
21 Ng#\#M XNGÄ!H bMDR §Y XNÁT
lmñR TwÄlH xlWÝÝ
22 qE‰SM lNg#\# mLî XNÄ!H xlW
bxScµ*Y Ns/ gBc&xM§KN ywldC
bDNUl@ |U bDNUl@ nFS
y[ÂC
KBRT Xmb@¬CNN tm{ß@ Æl
zmn@ h#l# lb@tKRStEÃN úglGL Xñ‰lh#
xlWÝÝ
23 kz!Ã b“§ xM§KN SlwldC
bDNUl@ |U bDNUl@ nFS y[ÂC KBRT
Xmb@¬CN
wd fqdbT YÿD zND
bs§M fè sddWÝÝ
24 kz!ÃM
Ã q¥¾ ynbrW qE‰S
mn÷sÂ xM§KN bwldC bDÂUl@ |U
bDNUl@ nFS y[ÂC KBRT Xmb@¬CN
x¥§JnT nFs# kSUW UR tqdsCÝÝ
bN[#? LïÂ XÂ bB„H ¦úB çñ
b@tKRStEÃNN s!yglGL ñrÝÝ
25 XSk :lt :rFt$Â yzl›lM dS¬
ÃlbT wdgnT XSk!gÆ DrS xM§KN
ywldC bDNgl@ |U bDNUl@ nFS y[ÂC
yKBRT Xmb@¬CNN s§M¬ úÃs¬g#L
ñrÝÝ
26 ÃM Ng#| xM§KN ywldC bDNgl@
nFS y[ÂC KBRT Xmb@¬CN SM b-‰
g!z@ kBz# [BÂ mk‰ kõRnTÂ k¸nÈ-q$
xÂBSTM
xF m¶R kçn k_ÍT äT
ÄnÝÝ
27 LmÂê KB… lzl›lÑ b:WnT
YdRBNÝÝ
ƒST mè Sú xND txMR
ƒSt¾ KFL Sl Mn!l!K
1 LmÂê KB… lzl›lÑ b:WnT
YdRBNÂ xM§kN ywldC bDNUl@ |U
bDNUl@ nFS y]ÂC KBRT Xmb@¬CN
ÃdrgCW txMR YH nWÝÝ
2 kg@¬CN kXys#S KRSèS LdT b“§
b¹!H SMNT mè smNÃ SMNT ›mt
M/rT yx!T×ùÃ Ng#\ ng|T bÄG¥wêE
Mn!l!K zmn mNG|T yéM sãC
x!T×ùÃN lmWUTÂ yQŸ G²T l¥DrG
xBÃt KRStEÃÂTN xf‰RsW yåRèìKS
¦Y¥ñTN l¥_ÍT LÆcWN b¥GzF
bm¬bYÂ bm¬jR tnœ\#ÝÝ
3 kz!ÃM Bz# yõR mœ¶Ã bmRkB
+nWÂ yƒR \‰êET xsLfW m-#ÝÝ
yx@RT‰N Æ?R tšGrW M}ê bmZlQ
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wd dBr `YL drs# q_lÖM x§g@
k¸ÆlW xgR dRsW kQÇS g!×Rg!S
b@tKRStEÃN gBtW Nêy QDút$N
h#l# zrû YLq$NM yQÇS g!×Rg!SN
{§T xW_tW b@t
mQds#N
yõR
mœ¶Ã
mUzN
xdrg#TÝÝ
4 yx!T×ùÃW Ng#\ ng|T œHl
¥RÃM /Mn!l!KM/ YHN ngR sMè
f{ä töÈÂ wì -Rnt$
lmÿD
tzUjÝÝ
5 ngR GN kmÿÇ bðT bz!ÃC
l@l!T wd Xmb@¬CN XNÄ!H s!L [ly
ÝÝ xM§KN ywlD> bDNUl@ |U
bDNUl@ nFS y[Â> KBRT Xmb@t&
çY lx!T×ùÃ xg‰CN y[lÖT> `YL
Uš õR YçÂT zND X¥LDšlh# RST
g#LT>
bçnC
x!T×ùÃÂ
yn@
yxgLUY> yMn!l!KN -§èC yLJ>
yKNÇ `YL YglÆBÈcW znD wd¾
f_ñ YWrD b¥lT [lyÝÝ
6 Xs#M YHN y[lyW Sl‰s# BÒ
xLnbrM
ngR GN ytkbrCÂ ygnnC
xg„ yhg… mLµMnT xS¯MJacW
bmdf…Â
bmwr…
XNÄ!h#M
Sl¬§qEt$ hgR ?ZBM nbR XN©!ÝÝ
7 kz!ÃM Ng#\ ng|t$
Mn!l!K
k\‰êEt$ UR l@l!TÂ qN Xyg\g\
tg#ø x§g@ drsÂ bz!y ké» sãC UR
¬§Q õRnT µdrg b`§ bfÈ¶W
`YLÂ xM§KN bwldC bXmb@¬CN
y[lÖT `YL é¥WÃNN x¹Næ kx§g@
MDR xSwÈcWÝÝ yõR mœRÃWNM
kQDS g!×Rg!S b@t KRStEÃN xW_è
lõR
s‰êEt$
xdlW
kz!ÃM
b@tKRStEÃn#N xSÆR÷ yQÇS g!×Rg!SN
¬ïT XNdgÂ wdqdm ï¬W xSgBè
kmNd„ xSqm-W kz!ÃM g!z@ jMé
QÇS g!×Rg!S
byõR »ÄW YrÄW
nbRÝÝ
8 lX¾M XNdz!h# XGz!xB xM§KCN
y›lÑ
h#l#
mD`n!T
bçnC
bXmb@¬CN [lÖTÂ LmÂ byg!z@W
rÄT YzZLN
lxg‰CN lx!T×ùÃ
s§ÑN
YS_LNÝÝ
LmÂê
KB…
lzl›lM bWnT YdRBNÝÝ
ƒST mè sÆ SMNt¾ txMR
ú¸Ã SlMTÆL xNÄ!T s@T

1 LmÂê KB… lzl›lÑ b:WnT
YdRBNÂ xM§kN ywldC bDNUl@ |U
bDNUl@ nFS y]ÂC KBRT Xmb@¬CN
ÃdrgCW txMR YH nWÝÝ
2 kg@¬CN kx!ys#S KRSèS mwlD
xND ¹!H z-Ÿ mè s¥NÃ h#lT
›mT b“§ L† L† txM‰TN l¥DrG
ClÖ¬ Ã§T xM§KN ywldC bDNUl@
|U
bDNUl@
nFS
y]ÂC
bKBRT
Xmb@¬CN XJ bGB} xgR ¬§Q txMR
tdrgÝÝ
3 bGB} xgR ±RT sx!D bMTÆL
ds@T yMTñR xNÄ!T s@T nbrC ÝÝ
SàM œMÃ ×s@F s!çN yÆ§* SM „x@Q
ˆÂ YÆ§L ÝÝ h#lt$M ÆLÂ ¸ST
XGz!xB/@RN y¸f„Â xM§KN ywldC
bDNUl@ |U bDNUl@ nFS y]ÂC KBRT
Xmb@¬CNM y¸wÇ nb„ÝÝ
4 YLq$NM YHC s@T zwTR wd
Xmb@¬CN b@tKRStEÃN XyÿdC T¥LD
nbrÝÝ bm›LTÂ bl@l!TM bF[#M TUT
T[LY nbrÝÝ b¥N¾WM s›T È*TM
¥¬M b!çN bx]d b@tKRStEÃN xTlYM
b¥N¾WM ngR h#l# nÄÃN T¯b¾cêlC
CGr®CN
¬glG§cêlC
xrUWÃNNÂ
xÆT XÂT Ãl@§cWN TrÄcêlCÝÝ
5 bz!HM b¯ tGÆ… XNÄ!H STñR yLB
b>¬ xdrÆTÂ b>¬WM k:lT wd :lT
Xybr¬ÆT ÿd k_qET qNM b“§ b>¬ê
wd XÆ+ tlw-Â
kWS_ yLB xµ§*
bG‰ -#a §Y w_è
xb- kz!ÃM
bmSÍÍT wd BBÒê t§lfÝÝ
6
kz!HM
kb>¬ê
bBz#
h#n@¬
tm‰m„ ngR GN kb>¬ê l!fWú*T
xLtÒ§cw#MÝÝ Xú*M bz!h# MKNÃT
gNzÆ*N
h#l#
=rsC
yM¬dRgWNM
xÈCÝÝ
7 b>¬êNM ksW wgN y¸ÃDÂT
XNdl@l ÆwqCÂ btrÄC g!z@ kXNGÄ!H
yMHrTÂ y?YwT x¥§J yçnC xM§KN
ywldC bDNUl@ |U bDNUl@ nFS y]ÂC
bKBRT Xmb@¬CN x¥§JnTÂ [lÖT
km¥]N bStqR l@§ x¥‰+ ngR ylŸM
STL Q$R_ ¦úB xdrgCÝÝ
8 ¦C}}O ‰Eu ixF ¨ †Miöou}
iömŠZ^mõ¤} B÷¨ ˆ†Miömu} S–G Óp
†¡\´¨u –}j’} †}¨·ZÖ oZ¨ð
®MZ :: ˆ˜ô¡O ˆ¹ýn T^p \•p †^ˆ
„SX „}¬ \•p ¤E†UÖp| ¤EMoˆp
†¡\´¨u| †¡ÈE¡u h¦o ¨iömþ
mME\u::
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Ä!ÃöÂt$ yxg„M
?ZB h#l# ÃC s@T
wdxlCbT |F‰ tsBSbW m-bz!HC
s@T §Y Xmb@¬CN ÃdrgCWN DNQ
txMR sMtêLÂÝÝ
9 wd b@aM tmLú bgÆC g!z@
kDµà B²T ytnœ XHLÂ l@§M MNM
MN xLqmsCM ÝÝ wd mŸ¬ b@a
gB¬ bxLUê §Y t¾C XN©!ÝÝ
10 bz!HCM XlT mNfq l@l!T bçn
g!z@
YHC
œ¸Ã
yMTÆL
s@T
bxNQLF xlM §Y XNÄlC
QÇS
¸µx@LN ÄGm¾M nÅ+ LBS ylbs#
xND wÈT LJÂ xNÄ!T mblT
XNÄ!h#M xMST dÂGlÖC xSkT§
xM§KN ywldC bDNUl@ |U bDNUl@
nFS y]ÂC KBRT Xmb@¬CN wdú*
mÈCÝÝ
11 kzÃM -#è—NÂ draN bÄssÒT
g!z@ XNd xÄ‰> bR yLÆ* bR wlL
BlÖ tkft XNd DNUY y--rWN
b>¬êN kLÆ* WS_ xwÈC§TÂ bæÈ
-QL§ bxLUê x-gB b¸gßW
r’@² §Y xSqm-C§T bz!YM g!z@
ÆrkÒTÂ xBrêT km-#T QÇúN UR
wds¥Y ;rgCÝÝ bz!HM g!z@ b@t$
bmLµM y>t$ m›² tm§ Xú*M bz!Ãn#
k?mà ÄnCÝÝ
12 YHCM œ¸Ã yMTÆL s@T
kXNQLÐ bnÜC g!z@ LBN y¸mS_
YHN ÃHL b¯ m›² ÃlW >t$ MNDN
nW Xs# xlC bzÃN g!z@ kLÆ* WS_
ywÈWN b>¬ bæÈ t-QlÖ b-r’@²
§Y tqMõ ÆyCW g!z@ b¬§Q ÜL
ô, b@tsï—N -‰CÝÝ
13 Xns#M XytÒ÷l# m-#ÝÝ kŒ,a
ytnú lmäT yM¬È_R mS§*cW
nbRÂ
ngR GN wdú bqrb# g!z@
xM§KN ywldC bDNUl@ |U bDNUl@
nFS y]ÂC KBRT Xmb@t& bn@ §Y
ÃdrgCWN :}B DNQ txMR XSk!
tmLkt$ xlÒcWÝÝ
14 ÃNNM Xmb@¬CN kLÆ* WS_
ÃwÈCWN XNd DNUY y--r q$‰|
|U bæÈ t-QlÖ b-r’@² §Y tqMõ
bx†T
g!z@
XNÄ!h#M
YHC
s@T
k¸ÃsÜÃT b>¬ DÂ F[#M -@n¾ çÂ
Æg–T g!z@ yXmb@¬CNN yCé¬ mbB bF[#M ¥StêL xdnq$ÝÝ
15 YHM txMR btdrg b¥G|t$
-êT ÔÔút$Â x@’!S öÕút$ qúWSt$Â

16 YHCM s@T bz!Ã ltsbsb#T sãC
Xmb@¬CN XNdMN xDRU XNÄÄnÒTÂ
XNdfwsÒT kmjm¶ÃW XSkm=ršW
xSrÄÒcW kLÆ*M WS_ ywÈWN XNd
DNUY y--rWN L† b>¬ xúyÒcWÝÝ
17 YHNNM DNQ txMR btmlkt$ g!z@
Æ†TÂ bsÑT ngR h#l# xdnq$ÝÝ Slz!HM
ngR
L;#L
XGz!xB/@@RN
xmsgn#T
lF_rt$ h#l# yM¬¥LDÂ
YLq$NM
lsW LíC ?YwTN yM¬SgŸ xM§KN
ywldC bDNUl@ |U bDNUl@ nFS
y]ÂC KBRT Xmb@¬CNNM xmsg•TÝÝ
18 YHM xSdÂqE txMR bxlÑ h#l#
¬wq trÄÝÝ Slz!HM ngR YH txMR
t{æ L† L† txM‰TN kM¬dRG
xM§KN kwldC kXmb@¬CN
txMR
UR XNÄ!¬tM tdrgÝÝ
19 LmÂê KB… lzl›Ñ bWnT
YdRBNÝÝ
ƒST mè z-Â ƒSt¾ txMR
btNb§T mSg!D SltgßW ¬ïT
1 LmÂê KB… lzl›lÑ b:WnT
YdRBNÂ xM§kN ywldC bDNUl@ |U
bDNUl@ nFS y]ÂC KBRT Xmb@¬CN
ÃdrgCW txMR YH nWÝÝ
2 bhgr x!T×’Ã
xM§KN ywldC
bDNUl@ |U bDNUl@ nFS y[ÂC yKBRT
Xmb@¬CN xNÄ!T b@tKRStEÃN nbrCÝÝ
3
bz!ÃCM
b@tkRStEÃN
xKÆb!
ytNb§T ymSk!D Mk#‰B nbrÝÝ
4 k:l¬T bxND qNM l@ïC wdz!ÃC
wd Xmb@¬CN b@tKRStEÃN gBtW
yXmb@¬CNN
{§T
sRqW
tšRkW
lÆ:D xgR Y¹È*T zND ltNb§t$
xúLfW sÈ*cW tNb§t$M bz!Ã ÆlW
mSg!ÄcW xSgBtW xSqmÈ*TÝÝ
5 bz!HM g!z@
xND txMR tgl[
YkWM bmSg!Ç
?NÚ ÅF §Y ÃlW
ymSg!ÄcW MLKT yçn \rÜ wd
msqL MLKT tlw-Â mSql# XNd
]/Y Ãb‰ jmRÝÝ
6 p±#CO Ñ%±& px pFy MœG œõx’
M{¦ž D œE&s‚ ÒZ
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tšRkW YHN ytN÷L |‰ k\„
_qEèc$
tNb§èC
bStqR
l@lÖC
tNb§T bMk#‰b#
WS_ ytdrgWN
|‰ h#l# xÃWq$M nbRÂÝÝ
7 YHNNM ngR lmrÄT tNb§èc$
ÃNN ymSqL MLKT l¥WrD f_nW
ms§L xM_tW kmSg!Ç Mk#‰B
§Y w-# bmSg!Ç ÅF bdrs# g!z@
MLKt$ tlWõ
y\rÜ MLKT çñ
xgß#T bz!HM g!z@ ²Ê bz!H ï¬ yçnW
ngR MNDN nW Xs# b¥lT Xytdnq$
TtWT wd mÊT wrÇÝÝ
8 ÄGm¾M kwrÇ b`§ ymSg!Ç
MLKT mSqL MLKTnT tlwbz!HM g!z@ l¥WrD XytÒ÷l# w-#
ngR GN MLKt$ wd =rÜ MLKTnT
tlw-Â xh#NM wd mÊT wrÇÝÝ
9 ÃM ymSqL MLKT ƒSt¾ g!z@
bmSg!Ç §Y ¬y bz!HM g!z@ BS+TÂ
q$È
btNb§t$
§Y
mÈÆcW
y¸ÃdRg#TNM h#l# x-#
bz!Ãn# g!z@
GN wd mSg!Ç WS_ XNGÆÂ lz!H
ymSqL MLKT MKNÃT XNÄlW
XNY XNmRMR tbÆl#ÝÝ
10 tNb§t$M wd mSg!Ç bgb# g!z@
ÃcE yXmb@¬CN ¬ïT µlCbT
ï¬
LK bmSg!Ç
ÅF §Y
xSqDä
XNd¬yW h#l# bmSqL MLKT BR¦N
b‰
ngR GN wd ¬ït$ l!qRb#
xLtÒ§cWM
yBR¦n#
n[B‰Q
xN[ÆRöÆcêLÂÝÝ
11
bz!HM
g!z@
BRt$
DNU-@
Ã²cWM ktNb§t$ mSg!D ¥ì ÆlCW
wd Xmb@¬CN b@t KRStEÃN f_nW
£ÇÂ qúWSt$N b¾ zND ytdrgWN
ngR tmLkt$
msg!ÄCN
g#L§TÂ
bWS-#M ymSqL MLKT ÃlbT
MLKT XÃb‰ tcGrÂL n#Â tmLkt$
kbR¦n#M
n[bRQ
ytnú
qRbN
h#n@¬WN lmrÄT xLÒLNM x§*cWÝÝ
12 †{ó¤ d]ðp| ªó¤dh|pO ¦C}
{´Z i\Mð ´ô˜ö †¡mt‹Eð ¨
m}iFn M^´ô¬ B÷© ˆ˜ô¤O i¨U\ð
´ô˜ö ¨ M^´ô© ´kmð ¡Ñd©p}
¤¨Z´ñ ˜}¬ m}iFn Ñd©Frð
ˆ´iðO iíF m}iFn †}¨{´årð
iM^dG OGŠp kZB} „¢ †\ðO
†¡MX ¤u olp ‰Euip lo
„¨U]rð| i˜ô¤} ´ô˜ö olmþ}
ˆ¨ieip lo

bn| /R GM© t-QL§ xg–TÂ kƒST
qN
bðT l@ïC y\rÌT ¬ï¬CNN
xgßÂT xl#ÝÝ
13 bz!ÃN g!z@ GN qúWSt$Â Ä!yöÂt$
Xn!yN tNb§T YHN yHL ytN÷L |‰ b¾
§Y y\‰Ch#BN MN xDRGÂCh# nW
x§*cWÝÝ
14 tNb§t$M lqúWSt$Â lÄ!yöÂt$
mLsW XNÄ!H x§*cWÝÝ SlMTÂg„T ngR
GN MNM yMÂWqW
ngR XNdl@l
bXMn¬CN m\rT ÜL XNgÆ§C`lN
bXÂNt §Y ytN÷L |‰ \RtN b!çN
ñé wdz!H ÆL-‰ÂCh#Â wd mSg!ÄCNM
gB¬Ch# yfqÄCh#N xDrg# Æ§LÂCh#M
nbR YLq$NM xh#N ¬ï¬Ch#N WsÇ
x§*cWÝÝ
15 kz!HM b`§ YCN ¬ïT ?ZB
KRStEÃn#M tNb§t$M L°M xêqEWM
wNÇM s@t$M bç¬Â bXLL¬ Xyzm„
XÂ¬CN {×N ¥RÃMN s§M XNb§T
btxm‰a `YL kL† ï¬ xGŸtN Xnç
YzÂT mÈN XÃl# b¬§Q KBR xJbW
kb@t mQdú* xSgÆ*T ÝÝ btNb§t$ Mk#‰B
g#L§T §Y ÃlW MLKT XNdqDäW
wDäW wd \rÜnT tlWõ bxÌÑ
[ÂÝÝ
16 bz!ÃC xgR Ãl x@’!S öùSM ÃCN
¬ïT
¥RÃMNÂ
b@tKRSTÃn!aNM
bF[#M KBR xKBé ÆrµcW ?Zb#NM
h#l# b#‰k@ s_è bs§M xsÂb¬cWÝÝ
17 LmÂê KB… lzl:lÑ b:WnT
YdRBNÝÝ
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